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ID FOR SALE
BY LESLEY JONES
Private information is being passed on to fraudsters
and cold caller firms without customers consent
Troubling revelations, which may vindicate suspicions over personal ID security
checks by certain firms, come on the eve
of major government pension reforms.
Many firms, nowadays use full name, address and date of birth when they call
their clients to discuss financial matters,
and they claim this is to ensure that they
are talking to the right person. If one of
the datasets is missing they hang up the
call, forcing innocent people to pass on
vital information that a third party may
use. The revelation by THE DAILY MAIL
that financial details are being bought by
fraudsters and cold-calling firms for as
little as 5 pence is troubling.

Full story on page 7

Your personal details sold at 5 pence could provide one of the above genuine IDs for criminal activities
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in; education, sports and
any other activity. And I
was doing excellently. One
day my mother asked me
about my ambitions in life.
And I told her that I wanted to be like granddad. I
wanted to be on top. Then
she made me sit and said:
“I have something to tell
you.

BRUSH OULAI, EDITOR

Editorial: The
power of Unity
As we prepare this Spring paper, two
thoughts came to my mind; election in Nigeria and the forthcoming launch of the Afro
London Business Club ‘ALBC’. On the first
thought, my inspiration dried up when a
good friend of mine from Nigeria said: ”If I
were in Nigeria now, I would not vote for any
of these candidates. There are good people in
Nigeria but none of them are a candidate.”
Then I turned to the time line for the first
meeting of ALBC, wondering what the delegates would possibly be looking forward to
hearing from the conference. I suspect some
would be saying; ‘this is a networking event’.
Others would be saying; ‘this is the get together and cheer up event’. Although they
may both be right to some extent, I was wondering, how they would react, had I told
them; ‘this event is about subscribing to an
entity, an ideology, which is to create a convulsive environment for wealth creation.’
In my early life, I wanted to be like my grandfather, a king and a very powerful man who
commanded respect in the region. I would do
things by myself to build physical strength. I
wanted to be on top of whatever I ventured

Female and BME Business
Led Forum on Monday 23
March, Stephen Greenhalgh said that London
became a power centre
when small villages came
together to form a city.
London began to attract
people from other parts of
the country and continents. He added that Diversity was the strength of
She said: ”Once upon a
London; 300 languages
time, there was a warrior
spoken in the capital.
renowned for his dexterity
and ruse on battlefields. An African proverb
One day he was provoked said and I quote: “If
and went into war with his you want to go fast, go
neighbours.
He killed alone. If you want to
every one in the neigh- go far, go together.”
bourhood. He had a large
It is our desire to take our
family; many boys and
local communities that are
girls. He came back and
struggling financially and
celebrated his victory with emotionally to another
them. Everyone was de- level. We want to regenerlighted that peace had now ate our communities in
come to the region. How- London. We want to create
ever, some years later, his an environment where
sons, now men, wanted to individuals will identify
get married, but there was the issues, which affect
no girl around to marry. their lives, and shape their
Likewise his daughters own response and become
wanted husbands; unfor- a major player in the Brittunately, their future hus- ish society. We cannot do
bands had been killed by this in isolation. When
their father. Suddenly, Chelsea football club aswhat was celebrated earli- cribes a victory in a premer as victory became a iership game, sorry Arsesource of discomfort and nal fans, no one looks into
brought sadness to the the weakest link in the
family. The man could not team. People would say
that team is great! But the
support the hatred his
team is composed of great
children developed for
talented players as well
him and he was forced to
those who cause the team
take his own life away”.
to concede goals. It is
This story changed the therefore our aim to bring
way I see the world today together, strong and weak
and taught me that human individuals to build a busibeings are social beings ness club that will properand cannot achieve and ly serve our local commuIndividually, we
celebrate success without nities.
may
be
weak,
but together
others. This view was reinwe are strong. The power
forced by the deputy
is in unity.
Mayor for Policing and
Crime. In his speech at the
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Politics: Tories kick off election
campaign on Labour’s territory

Prime Minister David Cameron

BY WALLAH ADAMS

L

abour are strong supporters
of an NHS that delivers what
people need and want. But
for May 2015 elections, the
Conservatives are taking their campaign to an improved NHS to that will
be available to everyone.

The announcement comes the day after
Ed Miliband launched Labour's campaign with his promise of a "double
lock" to safeguard the future of the
NHS with £2.5 billion of new investment and restrictions on further privatisation - underlining the importance of
health as one of the key election battlegrounds. The May 29 2013 Daily Mail's
front page warned that there was “82%
more chance of dying in surgery at
weekend”, after a major study examined whether death rates following
planned surgery changed depending on
what day of the week the patient had
their operation. Against this background Mr Cameron put up an ambitious plan that will revamp how hospitals operate across England to offer
consultant-level services seven days a
week by the end of the next parliament
in 2020. The changes will start with
emergency and urgent care services
together with supporting services, such
as diagnostics. The Tories said that the
changes would build on their commitment to ensure patients can access GP
surgeries seven days a week, between
8am and 8pm.
In his speech, Mr Cameron said that
accessing healthcare outside normal
working hours was too difficult, while
mortality rates are higher among patients admitted to hospital at weekends.
"For years it's been too hard to access
the NHS out of hours. But illness
doesn't respect working hours. Heart
attacks, major accidents, babies - these
things don't just come from nine to
five," he said. "And the truth is that you
are actually more likely to die if you
turn up at the hospital at the weekend.
Some of the resources are not up and
running. The key decision-makers
aren't always there. "With a future Con-

servative government, we would have a
truly seven day NHS. "Already millions
more people can see a GP seven days a
week, but by 2020 I want this for everyone with hospitals properly staffed,
especially for urgent and emergency
care, so that everyone will have access
to the NHS services they need seven
days a week by 2020 - the first country
in the world to make this happen." For
Labour, shadow health secretary Andy
Burnham said the Conservatives' plans
lacked credibility. "At the last election,
David Cameron promised seven-day
NHS services in his manifesto. Five
years on, he's making the same promise
again," he said. "Not only has he failed
to deliver on that promise, he made it
harder for people to get a GP appointment from Monday to Friday. It is typical of the brass neck of a man who
thinks he can take the public for mugs.
"With the NHS in increasing financial
distress, David Cameron must set out
clearly how it will be paid for. His extreme plans for spending cuts will
mean they won't be able to protect the
NHS." The British Medical Association
(BMA) warned that the Conservatives
had not even committed the funds
needed to maintain existing services,
and accused the party of “shameless
political game playing". "The £2 billion
extra funding that has been pledged
falls far short of what is needed to deliver existing services, let alone fund
additional care," said BMA council
chair, Dr Mark Porter.

"The NHS is recovering from one of the
worst winter crises on record, during
which some hospitals were forced to
close their doors because they couldn't
cope. "With existing services stretched
to breaking point, a majority of hospitals facing crippling budget deficits and
frontline staff under extreme pressure,
the NHS needs far more than just
words to deliver extra care. "Without a
detailed, fully-costed plan to provide
the staff and resources needed to deliver more seven-day services, this is at
best an empty pledge and at worst
shameless political game playing with
the NHS ahead of the election."
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No convictions over 500 black and Asian deaths in custody
Research by Institute of Race
Relations accuses state institutions of ongoing prejudice and
‘culpable lack of care’
More than 500 black and ethnic
minority individuals have died in
suspicious circumstances while in
state detention over the past 24
years, but not a single official has
been successfully prosecuted, a
report examining institutional
racism has revealed.
The report, by the Institute of
Race Relations, concludes that
too little has changed to prevent
black and Asian people dying in
detention and that seemingly
racist attitudes remain a concern,
with a “large proportion of these
deaths involving undue force and
many more a culpable lack of
care”.
It concludes: “Despite narrative
verdicts warning of dangerous
procedures and the proliferation
of guidelines, lessons are not being learnt: people die in similar
ways year on year.”
If anything, it says, the situation

is worsening, with the privatisation and subcontracting of custodial services making it harder to
call agencies to account. Almost
1,000 people have died in police
custody alone since 1990. The
report says that some of the
deaths in prison revealed a “lack
of care and disregard for human
life that is so blatant that it often
appears as deliberate acts and
omissions by individuals and institutions”.
Harmit Athwal, co-editor of the
report, said that while the official
report into the murder of Stephen
Lawrence in 1993 was intended to
challenge racism within Scotland
Yard, the ongoing catalogue of
deaths suggested bigotry remained.
“‘If the Macpherson report was
intended as a way of restoring
community faith in the British
police, the issue of deaths in custody is the one which is constantly undermining it. As more deaths
take place and no one is ever
prosecuted, it inevitably sows
seeds of incredulity, anger and
despair,” said Athwal.

Many Black and Asians die in custody before conviction—photo Paul Faith/ PA
The majority of the 509 black and
WC1X 9HS
minority deaths studied since 1991 –
Article published in The Guardian
Tel. 020 7837 0041
348 – occurred in prison, with 137
cases in police custody and 24 deaths Harmit Athwal, Institute of Race mit@irr.org.uk,
Relations, 2-6 Leeke Street, London
recorded in immigration detention.
www.irr.org.uk/news

Foreign Policy: Who foots exLiberia President’s prison bills?

BY WALLAH ADAMS

F

ormer President Charles
Taylor had requested to
be moved close to family
in Africa and a prison
where he will be able to relate to
inmates. But judges turndown his
application. He argued that he had
been cut off from cultural link and
family connection. However judges
said that it is not up to the prisoner
to choose where he wants to serve
his prison terms.
Charles Taylor was transferred to
the UK in 2013 to serve the rest of
his 50 years prison term after a
special court in The Hague tried
him for war crimes.
His request for a transfer to Rwanda came about after his wife was
denied a UK entry visa.

Former Liberian President, Charles Taylor

He had argued that he was being
denied his rights to a family life,
because his wife and children had
not been granted UK visas.
The judges rejected this argument,

BY BABA YASS

saying they had not properly ap- An act of parliament was passed to
plied.
allow for Taylor to serve his sentence in the UK, at the cost of the
As well as complaining about not
British government, following his
being able to see his family, Taylor
conviction.
argued he was being held
"effectively in isolation" because he Taylor was sentenced in 2012 and
was "too much of a target and too arrived in the UK last October, havvulnerable" to be kept with other ing unsuccessfully challenged the
inmates of the Frankland prison in decision to be detained here.
the northern English city of
Taylor was convicted on 11 charges
Durham.
including terrorism, rape, murder
He further said he wanted to be on and the use of child soldiers by
the African continent, where people rebel groups in neighbouring Sierra
would share a "cultural affinity" Leone during the 1991-2002 civil
with him.
war, in which some 50,000 people
died.
However, the court found that the
rejection of his wife's visa was "due Taylor has always insisted he is
purely to his wife's failure to com- innocent and that his only contact
ply with the United Kingdom visa with the rebels was to urge them to
requirements and her ignoring the stop fighting.
assistance offered to her by the
Chances are that Charles Taylor
registrar's office to re-apply".
will remain in the UK for the next
It further stressed that prisoners four decades.
did not have the right to choose
their place of incarceration.
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Charity Giving: Lent Challenge

This is the last of three articles
about
giving.
Throughout
history, religious leaders and
secular philosophers in different
cultures have advocated that
going without some of the things
in life is essential to developing
and maintaining good character
and fulfilling our potential as
unique human beings.
I proposed thinking about giving
during the Christian period of
Lent because traditionally it’s a
season of prayer and fasting
before the celebration of Easter

but often today this idea of
abstinence is toned down.
Instead of fasting, we tend to just
give up one or two things like
chocolate or alcohol: things that
are probably bad for us in any
event.
On one occasion, when Jesus
witnessed a widow giving two
coins worth no more than a
penny each he said that she had
given much more than the rich
religious hypocrites who gave
very
much
more.
Those
hypocrites could easily afford to

give what they did and could zines, sweets and all the rest
have given very much more if really important to you? Does
they had really wanted to help.
what you buy really reflect who
you are? Is what you spend on
This is why I’ve suggested look- these things preventing you
ing at what we give in the light from buying with you’d like
of how much we spend on even more, if you could just get
things for ourselves that we out of the spending habit?
don’t really need. My inspiration for this is Jesus of Naza- Take another look at Giving.
reth’s commandment, ‘Love Are you as generous as you
your neighbours as yourselves’. thought you were? Don’t think
about whether you’re generous
In last month’s issue, I ex- compared to the other people
plained how to organise our you worship with, or your
spending into three categories: neighbours, work colleagues or
Survival Basics, Lifestyle Choic- anyone else. But think about
es and Giving.
whether you are as generous as
Take another look at spending you would like to be. Would you
on Lifestyle Basics. You can’t like to help more people?
avoid buying food, clothes, electricity and all the rest of these
basics but you can easily save
money on them. Eating out is
more expensive than preparing
meals at home, for example, and
leaving your TV on standby will
use much more electricity than
if you turn it off each night.
Take another look at spending
on your Lifestyle Choices. Are
the things you spend money on,
like clothes, cosmetics, grooming, music, nights out, maga-

Most people who want to can
keep control of their household
budget by spending about 15
minutes each week. They look at
what they’ve spent the previous
week and check that they have
enough to buy what they need
and the lifestyle choices that are
important to them during the
coming week. This routine identifies problems like accidental
overspending and problems
waiting to happen, like a bill
that’s coming but will be more

BY PHILIP EVANS
expensive than anticipated, like a fuel bill
during winter. This helps them live true
to themselves, according to their own
principles and priorities, and (if they
wish) more generously.
Philip Evans is currently based at All
Souls Clubhouse Community Centre and
Church in central London, where he
helps people transcend the influence of
money in their lives. He is available to
conduct workshops for churches and
community groups. Contact:
philip.evans@clubhousew1.org .

Private Hire: London’s minicab drivers to be tested on London
geography and Basic English
BY WALLAH ADAMS

L

ondon’s minicab drivers
may be forced to take
English language tests
under proposals announced by
the Mayor of London.

of London’s geography as requirement for minicab drivers.
He made the announcement
after London Assembly member
Valerie Shawcross had called for
more to be done to stop illegal
touting by unlicensed cab drivers. The Labour member said
touts are "getting away with it all
the time", adding: "There are
two cab-related sexual assaults a
week and touting is all part and
parcel of that risk."She complained
the
problem
is
"massively under-enforced" with
only 14 TfL compliance officers
on duty at night.

The Mayor of London wants
Transport for London to bring in
new rules to ensure private hire
cab drivers have a “certain basic
level” of English. Speaking to the
London Assembly, he said: “I
don’t think we can have a situation in which minicab drivers,
who one way or another are regulated by this city, should be able
to drive around and take fares
without being able to speak English properly and without know- Mr Johnson said she made "a
ing the basics of geography of valid and powerful point" and
London.
insisted efforts would not just be
redoubled but "multiplied many
“I have asked TfL to bring fortimes" to improve matters.
ward regulations to require a
certain basic knowledge of Eng- "I'm going to put my hands up
lish for all minicab drivers.”He here and say we need to be doing
also hinted sufficient knowledge more," he added. Helen Chap-

man, TfL’s general manager of
taxi and private hire, said the
English language test was being
examined as a possible way of
improving minicab services for
Londoners.
She said: “There is currently no
statutory requirement for private
hire drivers to speak a specified
level of English, although all
drivers must undertake a map
reading test conducted in English. It is not the first time the
Mayor whips foreigners who
refuse to learn English to be able
to fully participate in the British
economic development.
In a radio interview with LBC in
February this year, the Mayor
said: “Everybody in London,
everybody who comes to work in
our economy, should be able to
speak English.”

He stressed this applied in particular to people working in public services such as
the NHS, education and town halls.

“I’m amazed by reports that people cannot make themselves understood in English in this country to people working in the NHS. That is completely wrong,” he
added.
He urged NHS managers to “take steps” to ensure that NHS doctors and nurses
from abroad can speak English sufficiently well to communicate with patients.
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Mark Duggan; the
end of an episode?
BY LESLEY JONES
The family of Mark Duggan, whose
death sparked the worst riots in
modern British history criticise
'incompetent' report clearing police
over fatal shooting.
A report that cleared armed police
of wrongdoing over the fatal
shooting of gangster Mark Duggan
has been criticised as a “chronicle
of inefficiency and incompetence”
by his family. Relatives of the 29year-old attacked police watchdog
the Independent Police Complaints
Commission as being “unfit for
purpose” over the conclusion into
the killing that sparked rioting in
London and other cities.
They criticised the investigation for
being “far from robust about a
number of matters” and called on
the
IPCC
to
produce
a
“supplementary report” to address
a number of their concerns. The
criticism came after a three and a
half year inquiry by the watchdog
concluded that Duggan was in the
process of throwing away a pistol
when he was shot twice by a police
firearms officer in August 2014. A
gun was found 14 feet from his
body.

Nobody said they saw him throw it,
either before or after. Officers said
they later found the gun, wrapped
in a black sock, some 20ft (6m)
away on the other side of some
railings.
The Independent Police Complaints
Commission (IPCC) was also
scrutinised during the inquest.
Because of a lack of resources, the
IPCC lead investigator - a former
police officer of 30 years'
experience - explained that the
organisation was reliant on police
officers to secure the crime scene.
If he was shot with a gun in his
hand, how did it end up behind a
fence up to 20 feet away inside a
sock? But if it was planted - a claim
fiercely denied by officers involved
in the shooting - why would anyone
put it there?

Lawyers for the family allege that a
police officer removed a handgun
from the minicab after Mr Duggan
was shot and planted it in the grass
behind a fence. The barrister for the
Duggan family, Leslie Thomas,
questioned how a member of the
police team, V59, had been caught
on CCTV cameras walking to where
Did the inquest solve the riddle of the gun was found.
gun possession by Mr Duggan?

Mark Duggan, whose killing sparked riots across London in 2011
"I'm going to suggest to you, V59,
that you knew where the gun was
before the officers had gone round,
because you and all of your colleagues had planted it there," he
said. The officer replied: "I find that
highly offensive. No I didn't plant
any gun at the scene."The last person to see the gun was V53, according to his evidence. Nobody saw an
object flying through the air to land
over the fence. Another officer,
W70, reported seeing a gun-shaped
object in Mr Duggan's hand - but
not inside a sock - while others said
that either he was facing the wrong
direction, or his hands were hidden
from view. The IPCC rejected suggestions the gun had been planted

by police and found no evidence to
undermine the evidence from the
firearms officer that Duggan was
holding a gun and raising his arm as
if to fire.

the notorious Tottenham Man Dem
gang, was throwing the weapon
away when he was shot. The report
also found that police were right to
focus on Duggan rather than criminal armourer Kevin HutchinsonWhat significance for safe commuFoster, who supplied him with the
nity policing in modern England?
BBM Bruni handgun.
Whether the gun was planted by an
However, the Duggan family said
officer or not, would it not have
“obvious” lines of enquiry in relabeen ideal, for the sake of justice
tion to the gun supplier had been
and police, to find out the truth
missed out. A statement released
about whether Mr Duggan was
through The Monitoring Group
holding a gun at the time of his
said: “This report merely confirms
shooting?
their belief that the IPCC are ‘unfit
Nevertheless, the 500 page report for purpose.’ From the beginning
concluded the most likely explana- their conduct has been a chronicle
tion was that Duggan, a member of of inefficiency and incompetence.”

Human Rights: Why is child sexual exploitation not on
authorities’ agenda in London?
BY WALLAH ADAMS
Despite high profile cases of child
sexual abuse and allegations of police cover up, authorities in London
fail to make the issues a priority.

The London Assembly Police and
Crime
Committee
report,
‘Confronting Child Sexual Exploitation in London’ explores London’s
approach to protecting children and
Between January and October 2014,
young people from sexual exploitathe Metropolitan Police reported
tion.
1,612 child sexual exploitation (CSE)
referrals. Yet, child sexual exploita- The report asks MOPAC to set out a
tion is not currently one of the clear
performance
monitoring
Mayor’s Office for Policing and framework for CSE. It also lists a
Crime (MOPAC) 7 priority areas.
number of recommendations to the
agencies responsible for safeguardHave we learnt any lessons from the
ing children, including:
high-profile cases in Rotherham,
Oxfordshire and Derby? How can · Effective monitoring and regular
we prevent similar cases of abuse in review of CSE strategies and procethe capital?
dures;

· A structure in place to share infor- London boroughs have robust
mation and map CSE – including measures in place to protect the
data from across London;
capital’s children and young people
from sexual exploitation.
·
A forum in place to engage with
children and young people affected Official statistics, published annualby CSE.
ly, show the amount of child sexual
abuse recorded by authorities in the
Joanne McCartney AM, Chair of the
year. The problem is much bigger
Police and Crime Committee said:
than shown in official statistics, as
“The Committee recognises that most crimes are not disclosed and/
progress has been made, but we or reported.
know that there is more to be done.
Most sexual abuse isn’t reported,
We’re seeking assurances from Londetected or prosecuted. Most childon’s Directors of Children’s Serdren don’t tell anyone that they’re
vices, the London Safeguarding
being sexually abused. It’s a crime
Children Board and Local Safethat is usually only witnessed by the
guarding Children Boards, that all

abuser and the victim.
According to Radford, L. et al (2011)
Child abuse and neglect in the UK
today
1 in 20 children in the UK have been
sexually abused.
1 in 3 children sexually abused by an
adult did not tell anyone.
Over 90% of sexually abused children were abused by someone they
knew.
Over 2,700 children were identified
as needing protection from sexual
abuse last year.
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Mental health in Britain’s black communities; misunderstood

A mentally ill person kept in chain as a mean of control

BY BABA YASS

Mental illness is misunderstood These differences may be exand under reported in the modern plained by a number of factors,
Britain.
including poverty and racism. They
may also be because mainstream
Different ethnic groups have difmental health services often fail to
ferent rates and experiences of
understand or provide services
mental health problems, reflecting
that are acceptable and accessible
their different cultural and socioto non-white British communities
economic circumstances. However
and meet their particular cultural
its stigma and the social and ecoand other needs.
nomic exclusion which often accompany the challenge of living It is likely that mental health probwith mental illness cause some lems go unreported and untreated
cases to go unreported.
because people in some ethnic
minority groups are reluctant to
Official figures indicate 2.3 million
engage with mainstream health
people with a mental health condiservices. It is also likely that mention are out of work. While a comtal health problems are overmitment to removing mental
diagnosed in people whose first
health stigma is to be welcomed,
language is not English.
much more needs to be done to
help those in the UK’s African Car- There have been a number of highibbean communities, who often profile inquiries, reports, training
deal with negative perceptions and guidelines that have indicated
surrounding mental health issues. the dangers of prone restraint, and

it has been recognised that racial
stereotyping has been a contributory factor in at least some deaths
in custody resulting from restraint.
While we welcome care minister
Norman Lamb’s drive to end deliberate face-down restraint through
new guidance, BMH UK would like
to see the next government commit
to outlawing the use of prone restraint in line with the UN convention against torture.

The tragic cases of both Kingsley
Burrell and Olaseni Lewis raise
concerns about the perception and
treatment of patients in the care of
some health providers. And such
cases are not isolated. There is a
lack of transparency on the extent
of police involvement when managing those in crisis or distress on
locked wards.

Heart Disease; the silent killer
BY BABA YASS

A

frican and African de- develop heart failure have high blood
scents are at higher risk pressure by age 40.
for heart disease, yet
they're less likely to seek Salt is blamed for heart
failure among young Afrimedical advice

Heart disease has haunted generations of Gerard's family. "I have a
family history of heart disease on
both sides," says the 53-year-old
builder from West Africa. "I've had
uncles, aunts, and grandparents
who've died from heart attacks and
heart disease, and two of my mother's brothers died three months
apart. One had a heart attack in
church, and three months later, one
had a heart attack in a political meeting."

cans.
Salt has many detrimental effects on
health and is considered one of the
most important risk factors for high
blood pressure, the consequence of
which is increasing the risk of heart
attacks, strokes and heart failure.
The effect of salt
Black people of African descent living
in the UK are three to four times
more likely to have high blood pressure compared to white populations
in the UK. They have also been
shown to have double the stroke
mortality compared to the UK general population as well as an increased risk of end stage renal failure
both of which can be caused by high
blood pressure.

In a startling 2009 study published
in the New England Journal of Medicine, researchers found that AfricanAmericans have a much higher incidence of heart failure than other races, and it develops at younger ages.
Heart failure means that the heart
isn't able to pump blood as well as it A number of studies including the
should.
Dietary Approaches to Stop HyperBefore age 50, Africans' heart failure tension (DASH) study, have shown
rate is 20 times higher than that of that reducing salt intake can lower
whites, according to the study. Four blood pressure to a greater extent in
risk factors are the strongest predic- the black population compared with
tors of heart failure: high blood pres- the white population. Another study
sure (also called hypertension), demonstrated that a modest reducchronic kidney disease, being over- tion in salt intake (from around 10g
weight, and having low levels of to 5g of salt per day) in black patients
HDL, the "good" cholesterol. Three- with high blood pressure resulted in
fourths of African-Americans who both a fall in blood pressure (the

major risk factor for cardiovascular
disease) and urinary protein excretion (the major risk factor for renal
disease and an independent risk factor for cardiovascular mortality). The
fall in BP with salt reduction is
equivalent to that seen with single
drug treatment. It has been predicted
that reducing salt intake from the
current levels to 6g a day in black
people of African descent could reduce their risk of a stroke by 45%
and heart disease by 35%.(11)

Typical
heart
attack
symptoms include:
Uncomfortable pressure, fullness,
squeezing or pain in the centre of the
chest that lasts more than a few
minutes, or goes away and comes
back.
Pain that spreads to the shoulders,
neck or arms.
Chest
discomfort
with
lightheadedness, fainting, sweating, nausea or shortness of breath.
Women are more likely to experience
other, less common warning signs of
heart attack including:
A typical chest pain (pain that is
sharp and temporary),
Stomach, back, or arm pain

Shortness of breath and difficulty breathing (without chest pain).

Nausea or dizziness (without chest
pain).

Unexplained anxiety, weakness or fatigue.
Palpitations, cold sweat or paleness.
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Counting bedrooms is a
key solution to overcrowded
households, says Assembly
BY WALLAH ADAMS
An estimated 250,000 households in
London are overcrowded, an increase
of 80,000 over the last decade. Half of
these households are in social
housing, 105,000 are in private rented
accommodation. 391,000 of London’s
children live in overcrowded homes,
up 18% since 2008 – that’s 24% of all
children in the capital.

on low (and medium) incomes, so we
end up with families crammed into
too small a space and benefits trying
to make up the difference.

The government says it putting on
hold a survey on bedroom numbers.
But the London Assembly said the
Government should reconsider its
plans to scrap a key survey question
Solving the problem won’t be easy. measuring housing overcrowding in
There’s little financial incentive for the capital.
developers to build larger homes
According to a full meeting of the
(according to the London Assembly
London Assembly, a 2011 Census
report Crowded Houses, in Outer
found that more than one in ten
London it costs around £230k to
London households are overcrowded
build a two bedroom property and
(11.3 per cent), equating to 379,990
£315k to build a four bedroom, but
households.
the rents don’t rise at a similar level),
and even where larger homes are Despite this, the Department for
available some families are already Communities and Local Government
volunteering to stay put because the will no longer sponsor a question in
new benefit cap means they can’t the Integrated Household Survey
afford the higher rent. And we end up relating to the number of bedrooms in
back at the point we always do when a household. This means that annual
talking about housing: London rents overcrowding data at a borough level
and prices are far too high for people will no longer be available.

Front page story
The paper said its undercover reporters were
sold pension pot details for 15,000 people
without any checks being made on who they
were and what they wanted the data for.

The Assembly agreed a motion calling on the Gov- attempt to bury the problem. This will undermine
ernment to reconsider this decision, and the Mayor our ability to ensure the housing we need is being
to lobby Government Ministers to support this.
built where we need it – potentially making the
problem worse in the long run.”
Tom Copley AM, who proposed the motion, said:
“That over one in ten London households are now The extent of overcrowding in London is highly
overcrowded is a shameful reminder of just how varied, with Newham standing out in particular.
bad the capital’s housing crisis has become. The Overall Newham has an overcrowding rate of 25%
number of overcrowded families is an important (including 4 wards where over 30% of households
indicator of the types of housing we need to be are overcrowded) compared to 18% in Brent the
building. “Instead of facing up to the fact we are not next highest borough. All of this suggests a chronic
building enough new homes the Government has shortage of affordable larger homes in some of Londecided to stop counting overcrowding in a clear don's poorest areas.

Fraudsters can use your identity details to:
open bank accounts, obtain credit cards, loans
and state benefits, order goods in your name,
take over your existing accounts, take out
mobile phone contracts and obtain genuine
documents such as passports and driving
licences in your name.

This is a very worrying development that has
serious consequences, including identity
Stealing an individual’s identity details does
theft.
not, on its own, constitute identity fraud. But
According to research commissioned by using that identity for any of the above
Fellowes exclusively for the campaign activities does. Information Commissioner
(October 2011 report), 7% of the UK Christopher Graham said claims that millions
population have been victims of identity of individuals' data is being sold and ending
fraud, equating to over 4 million people. The up in the hands of criminals were "very
average cost of these incidents to each victim serious".
is £1,190, but some individuals have lost up to
Companies found to have breached data
£9,000. Partners of National Identity Fraud
protection law by selling people's pension pot
Prevention Week issue a stark warning to
details face fines of up to £500,000, the
public: individuals could be risking up to
information commissioner has warned. An
£9,000 as a result of an ID fraud incident in
investigation has been launched by the
the same report.
privacy watchdog into the allegations
Identity theft happens when fraudsters access published by the Daily Mail. How cold callers
enough information about someone’s identity use a wide range of tricks to obtain people's
(such as their name, date of birth, current or personal data (Daily Mail)
previous addresses) to commit identity fraud.
Will writing: Pensioners are often targeted
Identity theft can take place whether the
by callers who offer will writing advice on the
fraud victim is alive or deceased. If you’re a
cheap. This is often a ploy to gain your trust
victim of identity theft, it can lead to fraud
and access as many personal details –
that can have a direct impact on your
including about your finances – as possible.
personal finances and could also make it
The firms then try to sell high risk
difficult for you to obtain loans, credit cards
investments as ‘add-ons’.
or a mortgage until the matter is resolved.

Charity surveys: A homeowner is called
and asked to complete a survey for charity.
They are told if they answer a certain number
of questions, a pre-selected charity will be
paid £10 or so – so many kind-hearted people
naturally agree.

Shares: With your financial details on file,
some cold calling firms are able to see which
companies you have shares in. As a result,
scammers can pretend to be calling from the
companies you have invested in and try to
convince the homeowner to pass on more
financial details.

‘Validating’ your details: Marketing firms
will call customers of a major brand and claim Prizes: Once they have your details,
they need to ‘validate’ the details they hold.
scammers are able to send you misleading
letters saying you have won large cash prizes.
After asking the customer to confirm their
There are often hidden costs in claiming this
name, address and phone number, however,
supposed prize, like making you call premium
many will go on to try to get you to complete a
rate phone numbers.
‘lifestyle survey’. These questions are, in fact,
sponsored by various other companies and
details are sold on.
Soft questions: Watch out for surveys
starting with ‘easy’ questions. One firm
admitted it starts surveys with questions
anyone would answer – like do you have a
television? Only later do the questions
become more intrusive – about your earnings
and the worth of your home.
Computer updates: Scammers try to hack
into PCs by pretending to be from Microsoft.
Following their ‘updating’ instructions can
allow them to take control of the computer
remotely and capture personal data.
No call lists: The telephone preference list,
which should block cold callers, is a free
service. Some firms will, however, try to
charge you as much as £1.60 a month.

Under investigation, Nick Sayer,
a director of B2C Data, who offered to sell details of 15,000
people to undercover reporters

YOUTHS
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Winners of Commonwealth Youth Awards 2015 announced
Four outstanding young people were
honoured at the 2015 Commonwealth
Youth Awards for Excellence in Development Work, in recognition of
their efforts to promote youth empowerment, education and entrepreneurship, the environment, and gender equality.

Youth Award winner and Ms Nolana
Lynch from Trinidad and Tobago was
announced Caribbean & Americas
Commonwealth Youth Award winner.

Ms Brianna Frueann from Samoa,
was named Pacific Region Commonwealth Youth Award winner. At the
age of 16, Ms Frueann is the youngest
The awards celebrate young people ever recipient of a Commonwealth
aged 29 or under from Common- Youth Award.
wealth countries in Africa, Asia, the
Mr Shirima commented: “Winning
Pacific, and the Caribbean and Amerithe pan-Commonwealth Youth Award
cas whose work has had a significant
confirms to me and my team that we
impact on people and communities in
should continue with the work we are
their country or region.
doing because it is having a positive
The winner of the overall pan- impact on young people’s lives. I feel
Commonwealth Youth Award 2015 is really humbled to receive this prize.
Mr Julius Shirima from Tanzania, The outlook of the other finalists has
aged 25, who founded a microventure also taught me a lot. All of the young
capital fund and entrepreneur net- people here are united by the drive to
work that helps young businesspeople improve our communities.”
turn enterprising concepts into profitThe pan-Commonwealth Youth
able ventures. As a result of his efAward includes a cash prize of £5,000
forts, thousands of young people in
for Mr Shirima, and £3,000 each for
Tanzania are today empowered, genthe other regional winners, to reinvest
erating income and enjoying meanin their development work. Kamalesh
ingful work.
Sharma, Commonwealth SecretaryAt the prize giving ceremony in Lon- General, who presented the awards,
don, United Kingdom, Mr Shirima said: “The Commonwealth Youth
was also announced as the recipient Awards recognise and celebrate the
of the Africa Region Commonwealth efforts of these outstanding young
Youth Award.
people, and demonstrate to leaders
and other policy makers the value and
Ms Gulalai Ismael from Pakistan was
importance of young people’s role in
named Asia Region Commonwealth

BY JEAN H CHARLES
Africa’s winner and founder of Derecha, Julius Shirima, Tanzania, (centre)
national development. Importantly, the awards also and allies in the work of the Commonwealth,” he
serve to inspire other young people to take action in added.
their communities. We are delighted, once again, to
The awards were also presented by Commonwealth
have such very worthy winners.”
Deputy Secretaries-General Deodat Maharaj and
Mr Sharma congratulated each of the regional award Josephine Ojiambo, Commonwealth Secretariat
winners and the 12 other shortlisted finalists. “You Youth Affairs Director Katherine Ellis, as well as HE
have distinguished yourselves in your work, from Nkwelle Ekaney, High Commissioner for Cameroon
poverty alleviation and human rights to peace- and HE Dr Ernest Hilaire, High Commissioner for
building. You showcase what is possible. You are Saint Lucia.
catalysts and beacons and we regard you as partners

Government announces refreshed Talent Action Plan
BY WALLAH ADAMS
New measures announced to help under- those declaring a disability or health conrepresented and disadvantaged groups dition
succeed in the civil service.
those who identify themselves as lesbian,
A number of new measures to ensure that gay, bisexual or transgender
civil servants from under-represented or
Some of the proposals in the refreshed
disadvantaged groups can succeed in the
Talent Action Plan include:
civil service have been revealed by Minister for the Cabinet Office Francis Maude, introducing an intensive 2-year proand Cabinet Secretary and Head of the gramme to support departments and
Civil Service Sir Jeremy Heywood. The agencies to implement the Talent Action
new measures announced are included in Plan and fully integrate diversity and ina refresh of the government’s Talent Ac- clusion into all their HR processes, led by
tion Plan (TAP). Originally published in a new central diversity and inclusion unit,
September 2014 as part of our ongoing bringing together existing teams across
Civil Service Reform programme, the plan government appointing dedicated diversiset out concrete measures to remove bar- ty and inclusion non-executive directors
riers and ensure that the most talented with a proven track record who will hold
people succeed and reach the top posi- the civil service to account on this agenda
tions, regardless of who they are and what
introducing an ambitious new talent protheir background is. The refreshed Talent
gramme – Accelerate – for the senior civil
Action Plan has been developed based on
service (SCS) which will raise the visibility
the findings of research commissioned by
and aspiration of diverse talent in the
the government to examine barriers to
SCS, offering leadership training and deprogression currently faced by civil servvelopment to produce a larger pool of
ants. These 3 reports examine the chaldiverse talent
lenges facing 3 under-represented groups:
moving to a single disability passport for
those declaring a black, Asian or minority
all departments in 2015, to improve the
-ethnic background
ease with which employees with a disabil-

ity or health condition can move jobs in
the civil service
Minister for the Cabinet Office Francis
Maude said:
Our goal is simple: we want the civil service to draw on the widest possible pool of
talent. For too long, talented civil servants
from under-represented and disadvantaged groups have failed to reach the
highest levels. We have now examined the
actual barriers they face and this refreshed Talent Action Plan is designed to
address them. We should be judged by
what we achieve not what we are promising. Cabinet Secretary and Head of the
Civil Service Sir Jeremy Heywood said:
Our Talent Action Plan is designed to
ensure that the most talented civil servants, regardless of their background, can
progress quickly and fulfil their potential.
The civil service already benefits from a
more diverse talent pool than many British employers, but we can do even better.
Above all, the collective leadership of the
civil service is committed to creating a
truly diverse workforce that delivers the
best for Britain.

Contact the Author on
07556563386
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From HMP Holloway to motivational speaker

W

hen single
mother Gina
Moffatt was
locked up in
Holloway Prison for importing drugs, she prayed every
night for divine intervention.
One evening, when all was
quiet on the wing, she heard
a rustling noise inside her
tiny cell just as she finished
her
incantations
and
thought that God had come
personally to answer her
prayers.
“I sat bolt upright in bed,
convinced that the Lord was
making his presence known
and I was to be given a second chance,” she said. “Then
I heard the noise again, but
this time I saw the cause. A
big rat had found its way
into my cell. I started
screaming.”
There would be no wondrous miracle to spare Gina
Moffatt from completing her
six-and-a-half-year
sentence, but today you would
never guess that this vivacious, successful businesswoman was once a jailbird.
Seven years after her release,
prisoner
number
KV8827 — formerly the resident of cell 8 on the fourth
floor of wing A — owns a
string of profitable businesses that boasts revenue of
almost £200,000 and employs a dozen disadvantaged
Londoners, including exconvicts, who she seeks to
give a second chance.
The 38-year-old owns two

cafés and a florist called
Blooming Scent, and she
caters for weddings and funerals as well as providing
130 daily meals for a local
primary
school.
Prince
Charles and Princess Anne
have visited her cafés on
separate occasions and in
2011 she won a Pride of Britain Award for Prince’s Trust
Young Achiever of the Year
which was broadcast live on
ITV and hosted by Carol
Vorderman.

Lane football ground, is a
favourite of Spurs players
past and present, including
the likes of Ledley King. At
age 27, when Ms Moffatt
was convicted of smuggling
class-A drugs into the country, she thought her life was
over. “My picture of jail was
defined by the TV programme Prisoner Cell Block
H and I was terrified that I
would be murdered or
raped,” she recalled. But
today she counts herself
“lucky” to have been put
Her remarkable transforaway “because I was no anmation from prisoner to
gel and needed a wake-up
entrepreneur made her a
call”.
perfect choice to sit on our
Dragons’ Den-style panel of Gutted to be separated from
judges, which earlier this her
two-year-old
twin
year picked five young of- daughters who were being
fenders to back as social brought up by her dad, she
entrepreneurs on their re- set about becoming an exlease from HMP Holloway emplary prisoner and getor HMP Isis. The ground- ting released as soon as the
breaking Jailbreak initiative, law would allow. One day
part of our Frontline London the governor of Holloway,
campaign, provides each of Alan Brady, asked her what
the five winners with an she wanted to do when she
£8,000 grant, a business got out and she replied
mentor and a 10-month “floristry”.
course at the School for So“It was the first thing that
cial Entrepreneurs. It is
popped into my head. I said,
funded by Mark and Mo
‘There are no black florists
Constantine, co-founders of
in Tottenham and I want to
Lush Cosmetics.
be the first.’ He arranged for
“I am living proof that with me to do a one-year floristry
the right support, you can NVQ at Capel Manor College
take a business idea formed in Enfield and I was let out
in prison and go on to make on day release. When I fina success of your life,” said ished the course, I told Mr
Ms Moffatt, showing me Brady, ‘You need a flower
around her Blooming Scent shop at Holloway so visitors
Café in the Bernie Grant can buy flowers for inmates.’
Arts Centre in Tottenham. He agreed.”
Her other café, near TottenMs Moffatt started her floham Hotspur’s White Hart

ristry business on the pavement outside Holloway’s
visitors centre. “The prison
took half my takings and
kept half for me and on my
release I got a windfall of
£1,800.” Just before she was
released, Ms Moffatt was
visited by The Prince’s
Trust, who offered her a
£4,000 grant and helped her
find a unit at the Bernie
Grant Arts Centre. They also
provided her with a mentor
in the form of Dragons’ Den
tycoon James Caan.
“One day James was visiting
to help refine my business
plan and we were looking for
a place to get a decent cup of
coffee, but there was only a
partially shut café at the
Bernie Grant Centre.
“I started saying how it
could be a buzzing café selling Caribbean-style food and
he looked at me and said,
‘Why don’t you go for it?’”
Ms Moffatt has proved to be
a charismatic and canny
businesswoman, but she is
full of praise for the backing
she has received.
Today Ms Moffatt does motivational talks at Tottenham
schools and mentors three
young people to help them
turn their lives around. She
is about to add a fourth
mentee, Pablo Sharpe, one
of five winners of our Frontline London Jailbreak programme.
“Of all the inmates, I was
most taken by Pablo Sharpe
and his idea for an eco-

Social media helps police catch a
Drug dealer
A man who boasts about his wealth on social six years and eight months at Inner London
media is sentenced.
Crown Court on Wednesday after admitting
possession with intent to supply Class A
Junior Francis, a Class A dealer was snared
after his selfies with wads of dirty cash were drugs and money laundering. DC Matthew
found by police. The 33 years old cocaine Clark from Lambeth Police's CID said:
and heroin dealer denied any involvement in "Francis used bullying and intimidation to
drug related activities, neither money laun- facilitate his drugs business.
dering. However police found £7,000 cash
and £75,000 worth of crack cocaine and "From start to finish he denied having any
heroin when they raided his home in Camp- money or dealing drugs but was ultimately
bell Close, Lambeth, in November last year. undone by his vanity, taking selfies and
Several pictures recovered from his phone boasting on social media. "Removing Franshowed him posing with wads of cash cis from our streets has removed a key conpressed like a telephone to the side of his tributor to the drugs trade in Lambeth."
face led to his arrest. Francis was jailed for

Gina Moffatt won Pride of Britain Award for
Prince’s Trust Young Achiever of the Year in 2011
friendly cleaning business,” she
said. “Pablo was probably the
least confident applicant we
saw. He was unable to look the
panel in the eye, often looking
down at his shoes, but as he
talked his confidence grew a
little. That was me a few years
ago, feeling as if I had nothing
to offer.
“I saw myself in Pablo. With
support, he will smash it. He
knows he won’t get a better
second chance and I will be

doing my best to help him succeed.”
She gestured around her café,
which was filling up with lunch
customers. “I only got this far
because people believed in me.
Now it is my turn to do the
same for others.”
Source: Evening Standard
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Heal your Mind Body
and Soul with
DREAMS system
‘Life is a journey’ – they say. Just as we all
experience the low and high tides of life, we
have all been through times of extreme despair. Who do you go to at such times? To a
coach or a spiritual leader or someone who
has seen enough of the suffering in the
world? Or someone who is experienced
enough to win your trust to heal you? We all
need some spiritual healing at some point in
life. Don’t we?

This book will be published worldwide in
third week of April and is available to buy at
www.rachanaajain.com. This book can also
be bought at her upcoming book launch on
18th April at The Centre Banqueting, Southall, UB2 4AU from 7pm to 10.30pm. Tickets
can be bought through her website. Eminent
Leaders from different will be sharing their
wisdom alongside Rachanaa Jain sharing
her wisdom at this one of its kind Book
Launch. Not only knowledge you will be
Also when we desire to be something and entertained and drinks and Canapés’ will be
our dreams are not going anywhere that’s served all for £30 per person.
when we need someone to assure us that we
are on the right path and we need to keep With an in-depth and wholesome knowledge
moving forward. With an in-depth and of healing people, Rachanaa Jain is a healer
wholesome knowledge of healing and coach- at a spiritual level delving deep into every
ing people, Rachanaa Jain is an Author and aspect like Realm reading, Reiki, Tarot Card
Consultant and Healer. She has created a six Reading, Pranice Healing, Pranic Psychosteps system in her upcoming book “Awake therapy, Angel Card reading, Numerology
your Dreams. Stop Procrastinating! Start and additionally a NLP practitioner. She
Achieving! This explains a system that will utilizes her skills to put your mind to rest as
motivate as well as help a person achieve you trek along life’s surprises and shocks.
any desire or goal they have in life whether Helping to pick you up, dust off yourselves
it’s to do with personal life or career or and leading your lives to take new courses.
health or relationship. This system will enable people to get out of their turmoil and
achieve their dreams.

Illegal immigrants smuggled out of UK and back again
Illegal immigrants are being ly to be returned to Italy rather than ney ended at Veurne on the Belgian
border, from where some illegal
smuggled out of the UK via Do- their country of origin.
immigrants were being driven on to
ver to evade deportation then The illegal immigrants were filmed
other European destinations. Ajmal
smuggled back, a BBC investi- secretly inside the lorry by Afghan
was told how to get to the nearest
gation has found.
journalist Ajmal, posing as an illegal railway station and that the gang
immigrant. He had been told by a would smuggle him back to the UK
An undercover journalist filmed 21
UK-based people smuggler he could if he wished - but the price for the
illegal immigrants inside a lorry be smuggled out of the country alreturn trip would be £1,200.
being taken on to a ferry and into most any day of the week for £300.
The illegal immigrants in the lorry
France. Most said they intended to Ajmal handed over the cash to the
told Ajmal they were Pakistani and
return. John Vine, former Inde- people smugglers in Walthamstow, Indian nationals, with three from
pendent Chief Inspector of Borders east London, and was driven in a Afghanistan. Some said they had
and Immigration, said the film ex- people carrier to Detling, Kent with entered the UK on student visas,
while others came illegally and were
posed serious issues. The Port of seven illegal immigrants.
The driver demanded another 100 now fleeing possible deportation.
Dover said exit checks were being
euros from each person. All eight Most told Ajmal they intended to
introduced at ports from April.
were transferred to a lorry parked in return to Britain again using crimiIllegal immigrants leave the UK to a layby.
nal gangs.
evade deportation by the authorities The truck, which already had 14 BBC South East later confronted
illegal immigrants on board from two members of the gang, who both
here, but some are being smuggled
Birmingham and Manchester, en- denied being people smugglers.
back in to the UK after being registered the Port of Dover at 23:45 Grey line
tered as asylum seekers in Italy.
GMT, driving past Kent Police offic- Why do illegal immigrants want to
An asylum loophole means that, if ers and British and French passport be smuggled out of UK?
It enables them to avoid deportation
then caught in the UK, they are like- controls.
It waited for four hours before from the UK and also to exploit an
boarding a Dunkirk ferry. The jour- asylum loophole that allows them to

stay in Europe. They travel to Italy,
where they claim asylum and are
then free to leave - they then return
to Calais to be smuggled back into
the UK.
A Home Office spokesman said if an
illegal immigrant is discovered in
the UK they are detained and in
most cases they make a claim for
asylum. They are then deported to
their home country where their appeal can be heard.
But if they began the asylum process
in Italy, they are taken back there
for their asylum claim to be processed. Mr Vine said the extent of
the trade exposed in the BBC footage was shocking.
"Most people think illegal immigrants are trying to get into the UK,"
he said.
"All the efforts of the authorities are
focused on preventing people from
coming here illegally.
"I don't think people realise the extent of the trade of shipping people
out of the UK into other parts of
Europe and elsewhere in the world.

"I think it exposes an issue the authorities need to look at very seriously."
'Firm action'
The UK government has introduced
exit checks at all ports, airports and
Eurotunnel effective from 8 April.
A spokeswoman for the Home office
said the UK offered sanctuary to
those who "genuinely need our protection” but took firm action to prevent illegal migration and the
"abuse of our asylum system".
"A joint task force of the National
Crime Agency, Border Force and
Immigration Enforcement teams is
working closely with European investigators to disrupt the organised
crime behind illegal migration," she
added.
The Port of Dover said all freight
customers would be asked to present passports or national identity
cards at check-in.
Source: BBC
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Africa rises on
unsustainable
commodities,
President of
AfDB
The President of Africa’s Premier Financial Institution was the host of the Royal Institute of International Affairs on 18 March to examine some
tough issues that Africa needs to deal with in
2015.
Africa's Changing Policy Context: Towards Economic Transformation was the theme of the occasion; a theme well executed in the presence of a
college of experts, politicians, NGO and African
Diaspora.
In his opening Dr Donald Kaberuka, former
Rwandan Finance Minister, who has transformed
the institution to be Africa’s favoured partner for
inward investment, apologised for turning down
five previous invitations from the august institution of Chatham House. He said: ”when I was told
that the issue to answer was ‘what are the tough
decisions Africa must take in 2015?’, I had two
thoughts: first I was wondering what has changed
this time. In fact Africans have been taking tough
decisions for a long time, tougher than decisions
taken in other parts of the world. So why is it
now? Why tough decisions? What is different between Greece and us? What is different between
Kazakhstan and us? What different between Brazil
and us?”
He continued:” But reflecting on this, it reminded
me of the dinner we had with ex-American Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, who said to us that
when it comes to American foreign policies, Americans had to decide about the following;
‘Some things are so important that you must do
something about them alone if needs be’
‘Some things are so important that you must do
something about them, but with others’
‘Some things are so important but you cannot do
anything about them’.
The same applies to Africa, he added. “There are
tough decisions that we must take. There are
things that are important and we must do something about them, but with others. But there are
things that we must deal with regardless of what
others say.
Africa has a number of challenges, including uncontrolled demographic growth, internal migration, incomplete transitions, and macro-economic
reform. Other decisions are political change. Elections should be a period of celebration of democracy, but in Africa, it is not the case; they bring
violence. Other things we must deal with are the
essence of terrorism that could be seen as an internal issue. It may look local but in fact it is an
international problem.
He further said that the needs of Africans were
Continued on page 19
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AFRO LONDON BUSINESS CLUB
‘ALBC’
-

LAUNCH-

ABOUT ALBC
Afro London Business Club is designed to build a strong local community via the creation of a strong and vibrant business community. It is dedicated to creating a great working, meeting and networking environment combined with support for entrepreneurs.
HIGHLIGHTS
AIMS: To build a vibrant business community
MISSION: To remove obstacles that have made small businesses to underperform
SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES:
-T o offer full support to new and inexperienced entrepreneurs
-Run conference and workshop
-To offer free training/work experience and business coaching
LONG TERM OBJECTIVES:
-To offer offices and meeting rooms with full business support
-To offer loans and small grants to new entrepreneurs

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS


Access to offices with desks and full business support services





Access to professional services and advice
Access to work placements and career advice

Up to 40% discount on goods and services provided by club members
Guaranteed turnover increase via cross industry sales





Start-up grants up to £1,000 to existing members
Financial assistance to members in case of emergency

Come and find out more about the Club
Places are limited. Register now to avoid disappointment
www.afrolondonnews.com or

email admin@afrolondonnews.com

Date: Saturday 18 April 2015
Time: 2:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Venue: Hilton Hotel Tower Bridge
Address: 5 More London Place, Tooley Street, London SE1 2BY
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ALBC LAUNCH- KEY SPEAKERS
THEME: BRITISH AFRICAN BUSINESS CHALLENGES 2015; COMMUNITY
ACTIONS AS A SPRINGBOARD FOR SELF-REALISATION AND SUCCESS
David Smith, Chairman of British African Business Alliance
David has a wealth of UK and international experience gained over 30 years in business. He enjoys the creativity of
marketing and driving the successful development of profitable business growth. His experience and achievements in
a wide variety of businesses, together with his enthusiasm for the developing potential make me an effective and
competent business partner, who welcomes a challenge.

Dr Bonnie OKEKE, Head of Regulatory Affairs, GOJO Industries-Europe Ltd, Regulatory Affairs
Manager for Europe
Dr Okeke is a professional with relationship development and management skills. He leads development and implementation of regulatory strategic positions for compliance with EU Legislation (REACH, WEEE, Batteries, RoHS,
BPD/R and Cosmetics).
Colin Bloom is the Chief Executive of the Conservative Christian Fellowship (CCF)

Colin is a well connected, creative, thoughtful and pro-active senior executive with a proven record of excellent people
management and leadership in large and medium sized political, commercial and voluntary organisations. He has
significant international experience, having worked across Europe, the Middle East, North America and Africa, Colin is
an inspiring leader, public speaker, an excellent communicator, motivator and strategist.

Sheila Elliott, Management Consultant
Sheila is a business management trainer and financial consultant. She works with associates to deliver specialist training
courses in procurement, leadership and management, as well as business finance. Sheila has trained in excess of 2000
directors and managers over the years, helping them develop their skills in bidding for public sector contract opportunities, leadership, finance and general management principles. She develops quality training packages for small businesses
to access professional management skills with which to develop their business operations.

Steve Rawlings Founder and CEO of WAY4WARD
Way4ward is a non profit user led organisation offering interventions to address anti-social behaviour, youth crime and
routes out of gang life. Way4ward offers off the shelf or bespoke life and social skills programmes to address anger, domestic violence, relationship issues, dealing with authorities, personal and social responsibility, victim awareness, money
management and mentoring.

Dr Robtel Neajai Pailey
Dr Robtel Neajai Pailey is an Author and a Researcher at the Centre for Development Policy at SOAS University. She is a
member of Centre for Migration and Diaspora Studies. She was a special assistant for communications in the Ministry of
State/Office of the Liberian President, Sirleaf Johnson in Liberia. Pailey has appeared in Africa Today, Red Pepper Magazine, Pambazuka News, The Washington Informer, Clamor Magazine, Port of Harlem Magazine, allafrica.com.

Brandon Crimes
Senior Lecturer Tourism Management, Deputy International Recruitment Manager, De Havilland Campus, Business School,
University of HertfordshireSenior

Benjamin Taiwo Project Direct at Ahead Strategies
Benjamin is a Human Capital Development Expert who combines years of strategic leadership, operational management and
entrepreneurial competences in designing and implementing programmes that support Organisations, Businesses, Local
Communities and Individuals across West Africa and the United Kingdom.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
AFRO LONDON BUSINESS CLUB ‘ALBC’
THE OFFICIAL LAUNCH
SATURDAY 18 APRIL 2015
HILTON HOLTEL, LONDON BRIDGE
2:00 – 6:00 PM – FOLLOW LINK ON PAGE 12

Professor Gus John: 50 years of struggle
Please note that there will be no adverts or trailers prior to screening(s) of this programme. The programme will start at the time listed.
3hr 30min.
Professor Gus John in conversation with Margaret Busby on 50 years of AfricanBritish people fighting for equality in education, housing, employment, policing and
criminal justice, performing arts, religion and political representation. The dialogue
is richly illustrated with fantastic archive clips from film and television of Britain's
untold Civil Rights struggle.

The Phoenix Cinema
52 High Road, East Finchley, London N2 9PJ
Sunday 19th Apr 2015
Time: 14:00

Advertise with Afro London
The Afro Caribbean Community paper
Try our service
Your adverts appear on our website as well

Tel. 020 7863 7840
Email to admin@afrolondonnews.com

African Restaurant you may try over the festive period
Shaka Zulu : Stables Market, Camden, Camden Town, London NW1
Souk Bazaar London: 27 Litchfield Street, Leicester Square, Covent
Garden, London WC2H
Momo: 25 Heddon Street, Mayfair, London W1B
Lalibela: 137 Fortess Road, NW5
Azou: 375 King Street, Hammersmith, W6
Asmara: 386 Coldharbour Lane, Brixton, London SW9

Adulis: 44 Brixton Road, Stockwell, London SW9
Adam's Café: 77 Askew Road, Ravenscourt Park, W12
Merkato: 196 Caledonian Road, Kings Cross, King's Cross, London N1
Queen of Sheba: 12 Fortess Road, NW5

AFROPSYCH THERAPY CLINIC LTD

Our Services:
Events Management, Weddings, Parties, Special Occasions, PR, Marketing Campaigns, Multimedia
Travel Package, Tours, Educational Trips, Retreats
For more information or to make a Booking,
Call 077483 20 387

If you manifest symptoms
or behaviours categorized
as Emotional Disorders or
have earlier shown some
patterns of lifestyles and
behaviours that seemed
so abnormal; do not suffer in silence, contact us.
WE OFFER HOLISTIC
CARE THROUGH COGNITIVE BEHAVIOUR
THERAPY (CBT), INTEGRATIVE AND PSYCHOSPIRITUAL THERAPIES
TEL:
07450403595
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Nigeria elect former military ruler

President Buhari has a reputation as a fierce anti-corruption figure, after he jailed hundreds of politicians and businessmen during his reign.

BY LESLEY JONES

N

igeria's election commission has declared
Muhammadu
Buhari
the winner of the country's bitterly contested presidential
election, in a vote marred by confusion, arguments and violence.

His first spell in power was a generation ago in a very different, preinternet era, when democracy had a
less steady foothold on the continent. Buhari, who was the petroleum affairs minister in the 1970s,
ousted the elected president Shehu
Shagari on New Year’s Eve in 1983
"Buhari was able to get more than 25
and ruled a military government
percent of votes in 24 states, which
until 27 August 1985.
means there won't be a run-off
vote," our correspondent said.
The strongman sent soldiers to the
streets with whips to enforce traffic
The newly elected president is a forregulations and ensure commuters
mer military dictator and political
formed orderly queues at bus stops.
prisoner who once waged a draconiCivil servants arriving late to offices
an “war against indiscipline” but
were forced to perform frog squats.
now insists he is a born-again demoTens of thousands of immigrants
crat. Muhammadu Buhari, a 72-year
from other West African nations
-old Muslim, managed to persuade
were expelled. Around 500 politiNigerians he is a reformed character
cians, officials and businessmen
who respects civil liberties yet still
were imprisoned in a populist camwields enough of an iron fist to beat
paign against waste and corruption.
corruption and the insurgency by
Critics of the regime, including the
the Islamist militants Boko Haram.
Afrobeat musician Fela Kuti, were

also put behind bars. Buhari passed
laws allowing indefinite detention
without trial and imposed a decree
to restrict press freedom, under
which two journalists were jailed.
The execution of three young men,
retrospectively convicted of drug
trafficking, led to an international
outcry.

geria's history that an opposition votes, with 15.4 million votes versus
party has democratically taken con- 13.3 for Jonathan and the PDP.
trol of the country from the ruling
There was a brief protest by Jonaparty.
than's Peoples Democratic Party
"President Jonathan called General (PDP) before the counting had reMuhammadu Buhari, the winner of sumed on Tuesday. In the previous
the elections, to congratulate him," election, more than 800 people were
Lai Mohammed, the spokesman for killed in protests after Buhari was
the APC said. There had always been defeated. Former Niger Delta ministhis fear that he might not want to ter Godsday Orubebe accused elecconcede, but he will remain a hero tions chief Attahiru Jega of being
for this move. The tension will go "partial" and "selective". Orubebe
down dramatically, "Anyone who claimed Jega had refused to investitries to foment trouble on the ac- gate PDP complaints about big wins
count that they have lost the election by Buhari in northern states but had
will be doing so purely on his own," launched a probe into claims by the
he added.
APC of irregularities in Rivers.

The war against indiscipline was
carried to “sadistic levels, glorying in
the humiliation of a people,” wrote
the Nobel laureate for literature
Wole Soyinka. In one bizarre episode, Buhari fell out with Britain,
the former colonial power, after attempting to smuggle Shagari’s former adviser Umaru Dikko from LonBuhari had needed to win more than
don to Lagos. Dikko, who had fled to
50 percent of the total votes nationthe UK after the coup, was found
ally - and take at least 25 percent of
drugged in a crate at Stansted.
the vote in two thirds of the states.
Victory for Buhari, a former military According to the Reuters news agenruler, marks the first time in Ni- cy, Buhari's APC won by 2.1 million

International observers gave broadly
positive reactions to the conduct of
the vote, despite late delivery of election materials and technical glitches
with new voter authentication devices.
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NORTH AFRICA
ALGERIA: Belarus and Algeria will hold ministerial political consultations and business meetings in April 2015.
Other news- Algeria has taken the necessary measures to further
develop food processing industry, especially dairy production,
which recorded a deficit that need to be made up for in the coming
years.
EGYPT: Egypt scraps visas on arrival for British travellers. Under
new rules, to be introduced from May 15 and laid out in a statement
by the tourism ministry, "individual" travellers will have to prearrange their entry visa either by visiting the Egyptian Consulate in
London or by making a postal application, which can take up to five
days to process.
LIBYA: A court convened at the British Museum on Monday 30
March for the first time to enable a judge to inspect a £2million
sculpture looted from Libya. The "unique" four foot marble statue is
said to have been illegally dug up in Cyrene, a UNESCO world heritage site, before being smuggled to the UK in 2011, via Dubai.
MOROCCO: A Turkish Airlines flight was forced to make a diversion to Morocco after a bomb threat, the airline has confirmed. The
Boeing 777-300ER plane was flying from Istanbul to Sao Paulo
when it was diverted to Casablanca airport, where it landed safely
at 12.30pm GMT on Monday 30 March, according to Reuters.

SUDAN: The Sudanese foreign minister Ali Karti vehemently denied that his country was ever an ally of Iran and described reports
saying otherwise as baseless and stressed that relations between
Khartoum and Tehran did not exceed the traditional diplomatic
framework.
SOUTH SUDAN: South Sudan Central Bank officials have warned
of a looming economic collapse after local currency reserves meant
to last five years were depleted. The official, who did not disclose
how much money was exhausted, attributed the shrinking level of
foreign reserves to reduction in oil production and the decline in
global oil prices.
TUNISIA: Tunisian troops have killed nine militants as part of a
crackdown on Islamists following a deadly attack in Tunis. Meanwhile, thousands of Tunisians were expected to join a rally against
extremism.
Sports-The Tunisian football Federation announced on Monday 30
March that they have settled their differences with African governing body CAF and will take part in qualifiers for the 2017 Africa Cup of Nations (CAN).

WEST AFRICA
BURKINA FASO: Burkina Faso has begun an investigation into the
1987 assassination of former president Thomas Sankara, whose
family has long called for a probe of his death, an official said Tuesday. Sankara's relatives have been told that the case of the popular
Marxist revolutionary was being pursued by an investigating magistrate from a military tribunal .
COTE D’IVOIRE: A court in Ivory Coast has sentenced Simone
Gbagbo, the wife of the former president Laurent Gbagbo, to 20
years in prison for her role in a 2011 post-election crisis in which
around 3,000 people were killed, her lawyer said.
The World Cocoa Foundation (WCF) and Cote d'Ivoire's Conseil du
Café-Cacao have announced an agreement to improve cocoa planting material. The agreement is closely aligned with the Ivorian government's 2QC national cocoa strategy and comes
less than a year after WCF announced CocoaAction, the chocolate and cocoa industry's strategy for sustainability in the cocoa sector.
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GAMBIA: Gambia’s former ruling People Progressive Party has
held its first open rally in the town of Brikama with a blistering
attack on President Yahya Jammeh. Saturday’s (28 March) rally
marked a milestone in the party’s recent history shedding its
low-profile position in Gambian police after it was toppled from
power and temporarily proscribed twenty-one years ago.
GHANA: Nigeria cuts gas supply to Ghana over debt. Nigeria
has cut supply of gas to the Volta River Authority (VRA) over a
whopping debt hovering around $120 million. The situation, Starr News gathers, could worsen the energy crisis Ghana
is facing as majority of the thermal plants run on gas. Accrabased Citi FM is reporting that about 600 Megawatts of power
is expected to be lost due to the development.
GUINEA: Tony Blair advised an African president on how to
win over public support in the aftermath of clashes in which
opposition protesters were shot dead by security forces. Mr
Blair’s guidance is contained in a four-page communications
strategy document drawn up for Alpha Conde, the president of
Guinea.
LIBERIA: Liberia is urging Ebola survivors to temporarily stop
having sex, a move prompted by a new case that may have resulted from sexual transmission. The latest victim, a 44-yearold woman, died Friday 27 March. Health officials were monitoring 211 individuals known to have come in contact with her,
but none had presented symptoms of the disease.
MALI: Mediators in northern Mali's conflict underestimated
the radicalization of a new generation at the heart of a separatist movement, a misstep that left the peace process in tatters
after rebels refused to sign a proposed deal. Algerian mediators
organized only a handful of face-to-face meetings between the
government and the Tuareg-led insurgents.
MAURITANIA: Mauritania: Release Mohamed Mkhaïtir, blogger sentenced to death for apostasy.Mohamed Mkhaïtir, a 29
year old blogger who was held in pre-trial detention for almost
one year, was sentenced to death for apostasy at the Nouadhibou Court on 24 December 2014 in northwest Mauritania.
NIGER: At least 68 churches, two of which were Baptist, have
been burned in the West African country of Niger. Panlieba
Tchalieni, president of the Union of Evangelical Baptist
Churches of Niger, reported that the church burnings, carried
out by Muslim extremist group Boko Haram, occurred in the
Zinder region and Niamey. Niger declared a 15-day state of
emergency in Diffa after a series of attacks by Boko Haram.

NIGERIA: Al-Jazeera is calling for the release of two of its
journalists who were detained in north-eastern Nigeria a week
ago while reporting on fighting between government forces and
Islamist rebels Boko Haram. Ahmed Idris and producer Ali
Mustafa were detained in their hotel rooms in Maiduguri, the
capital of Borno State, last Tuesday, and had equipment seized.

SENEGAL: Dangote Cement has recorded significant strides in
its African expansion project as the cement company’s new
plants in Senegal and Cameroun commenced operation the
company has said. Dangote Cement plants in Ethiopia and
Zambia are expected to start production next month even as the
company recorded a profit of N159 billion in the year ended
December 2014.

SIERRA LEONE: Sierra Leone back to work after Ebola lockdown. Sierra Leoneans breathed a sigh of relief as they emerged
from a three-day nationwide lockdown imposed in a bid to prevent a resurgence of the deadly Ebola virus.
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CENTRAL AFRICA
ANGOLA: The defamation trial of a prominent Angolan journalist who has accused a group of generals and company executives of
involvement in brutality and human rights abuses in the country’s
diamond mines has been adjourned after the prosecution announced a slew of additional charges against him. Rafael Marques
de Morais, 43, to face nine charges of criminal defamation when he
appeared in court in the Angolan capital, Luanda.
CAMEROON: The number of people in northern Cameroon who
have fled their homes fearing the violence in neighbouring Nigeria
and cross-border raids by Islamist sect Boko Haram doubled in
March to 117,000, a United Nations survey showed.

CENTRAL REPUBLIC: Farmers urgently need seeds and tools to
plant crops and avert food shortages. Failure to supply them could
increase tension between communities, delay the return of displaced people, and ratchet up the costs of the humanitarian response, the UN has said.
CHAD: A court in Chad has sentenced seven ex-policemen to life in
prison for torture committed during the rule of Hissene Habre.
Another three ex-policemen were sentenced to 20 years hard labour. Mr Habre is in Senegal's custody, awaiting trial. Dubbed
"Africa's Pinochet" by his critics, he denies that thousands of people
were killed and tortured during his rule from 1982 to 1990.
DR CONGO: DRC Will Not Accept UN ‘Neo-colonization’. An official said the country of independence leader Patrice Lumumba will
resist by all means necessary any attempt to be recolonized. Information Minister Lambert Mende was reacting to what
he called a demand by the U.N. peacekeeping mission in the Congo
that the country sack two generals accused of human rights abuses
as a condition for joining the fight against the FDLR Hutu rebels.
EQUATORILA GUINEA: Huawei Marine, a global submarine cable networks provider, has been awarded a contract by the government of Equatorial Guinea to build the Ceiba-2 Submarine Cable
System expected to be ready for service in the fourth quarter of
2015.
GABON: Gabon's economy ministry is forecasting GDP growth of
4.8% in 2015, higher than its 4.3% estimate for 2014. The estimates
come in spite of a sharp drop in oil prices and plateauing oil production of around 240,000 barrels per day (bpd) - down from a peak of
370,000 bpd in the late 1990s. Oil represents 43% of GDP, according to the African Development Bank (AfDB).
REPUBLIC OF CONGO: Angola and Republic of Congo launch
joint oil production. The output of oil in block 14, involving Angola
and the Republic of Congo, is due to start this year and is expected
to reach 36,000 barrels of oil per day, said in Luanda Angola’s Oil
Minister. The block in question is located in deep waters (up to
1,000 meters), out at sea, and covers an area of 700 square kilometers, between the two countries.

EAST AFRICA
BURUNDI: At least 10 people are missing, feared dead, in Burundi
after landslides which have destroyed hundreds of homes. Some
3,000 people have been left homeless, according to a BBC reporter. UN-backed Radio Okapi says 14 people have been killed on the
Congolese side of Lake Tanganyika.
ETHIOPIA: Ethiopia to Buy Four Million Quintals More of Wheat
At a Cost of U.S.$23.7 Quintal. The Public Procurement & Property Disposal Service, on behalf of Ethiopian Grain Trade Enterprise
(EGTE), announced an international tender on March 11, 2015, to
purchase four million quintals of wheat following the two million
quintals of wheat it already purchased in December 2014.
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KENYA: Barack Obama will make a long-awaited return to
Kenya this July, visiting his father's homeland for the first
time since becoming US president, the White House announced Monday, 30 March. During the much-delayed visit,
Obama will attend a summit to encourage entrepreneurship
and meet the country's controversial leader Uhuru Kenyatta.
RWANDA: Rwanda, a country that has grown from a genocide-torn society to one of Africa’s fastest growing economies,
now has the happiest people in Africa. Rwanda was ranked
the world’s 15th happiest, out of 143 countries, with Kenya,
its East African neighbour, coming in as Africa’s runner up.
SOMALIA: On Thursday 26 March, the German parliament
voted by a large majority to extend its military operations in
Somalia. The decision provides for a continuation of earlier
commitments to the European Union Training Mission in
Somalia. The extension of military commitments is part of
the effort of German imperialism to establish itself in Africa .
TANZANIA: A pipeline connecting offshore natural gas fields
to Tanzania's commercial capital Dar es Salaam is complete,
but technical setbacks will keep it from going online until
November, officials said on Tuesday, 26 March. Tanzania
estimates it has at least 53.28 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of recoverable natural gas reserves off its southern coastline.
UGANDA: Uganda’s lead prosecutor in the ongoing trial of 13
men accused of participating in 2010 al-Shabaab bombings
that killed 76 people was shot dead Monday, police said. Joan
Kagezi, acting assistant director of public prosecution, was
murdered by men on a motorbike as she drove home in a suburb of the capital, Kampala.

SOUTHERN AFRICA
BOTSWANA: Peregrine Diamonds Ltd. entered into an
agreement to acquire all of the shares of Diamexstrat Botswana (DES Botswana), a private diamond exploration and
development company, from Diamond Exploration Strategies (DES UK) Ltd.

MALAWI: The world’s poorest country is to make the world’s
most expensive bonfire. On Thursday 1 April, Malawi will set
fire to ivory worth more than £5m, in an extravagant gesture
designed to demonstrate its commitment to wildlife conservation and the fight against the colossal worldwide business of
wildlife crime.

MOZAMIQUE: The World Bank has approved $50 million
credit to boost Mozambique’s efforts to increase access to
food and better nutrition for its people. The financing is also
aimed at promoting market-based agriculture and private
sector investment, a statement said on Tuesday 31 March.
SOUTH AFRICA: Nelson Mandela’s grandson, Mandla, was
found guilty of assault and grievous bodily harm by the Mthatha Magistrate’s Court on 30 March. Mandela was on trial for
allegedly assaulting a motorist. The complainant, Mlamli
Ngudle, also accused Mandla of butting him on the head with
a firearm.
ZAMBIA: The country's former president's daughter threw
the humble red fruit at the centre of a national political and
economic discourse about joblessness. Following a protest by
six unemployed University of Zambia graduates, over lack of
jobs in the country of 14.5 million people, she said they
should at least try to sell tomatoes.
ZIMBABWE: Graca Machel launches businesswomen network in Zimbabwe. Machel, Nelson Mandela’s widow, said
“one of the reasons we (women) have not succeeded as much
as we could is because we are fragmented”. “We need a common voice,” she said.
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Liberia: Mining revenue prospects still high
BY MIKE BUTSCHER

M

ining of minerals in
Liberia has always
made a significant contribution to the economy. Liberia is rich in iron ore, gold and
diamonds. Out of US$16 billion direct
investment in Liberia in the new political dispensation starting 2006,
US$10.6 billion was the total of mining investments. The mining sector’s
contribution to growth tripled in just
one year. It went from 3.7% in 2011 to
10.4% in 2012, due to an expansion of
iron ore production.
Iron ore played a dominant role in the
Liberian mining sector since the late
1950s. In the 1970’s, Liberia was the
3rd largest producer of iron ore and
the first in Africa. But all this glory
faded during the ‘80s and ‘90s with a
disastrous civil war stretching from
1989 to 2005.
Today, Liberia’s mining sector has
regained its glory as one of the main
sources of export earnings and government revenue in the economy, with
contribution from iron ore growing
rapidly. Five mineral concessions totalling US$6 billion are on-going. Such
an investment is unprecedented in
Liberia. Mineral royalties from iron
ore surged from about US$0.65 million in 2011 to more than US$6 million
as at December, 2012.
ArcelorMittal, the world’s largest steel
producer is currently mining and shipping 5 million tonnes of iron ore a year
in Liberia from its operations in
Yekepa and Buchanan. The company
is also working on an expansion project that will see shipments rise to 15
million tonnes of iron ore with first
production planned by the end of
2015.
However, at the peak of the Ebola virus outbreak in Liberia, contractors
working on its phase 2 expansion project declared a force majeure and
moved people out of the country. ArcelorMittal says it remains fully committed to Liberia and the intention is to re
-start full construction of the phase 2
project at the earliest opportunity.
Similarly, China International One
mining company alone, Western Cluster, contributed 25% to the total mining revenue. The company is developing several iron ore deposits in Liberia
and paid signing fees worth US
$25million. In August 2011, Western
Cluster became a subsidiary of Sesa
Goa Ltd, a Vedanta Group company.
The House of Representatives which
delayed the process causing investor
hiccups subsequently concurred with
the Liberian Senate to ratify the mineral development agreement between
the Government of Liberia and the
Western cluster Limited, Sesa Goa,

Bloom Fountain and Elenito Mineral
Limited. This development followed a
couple of public hearings on the 2.6
billion dollars agreement.
The Agreement covers mineral exploration and development in the Bea
Mountain and the Mano River Range
in Grand Cape Mount County as well
as the mines in Bomi County. Based on
the new agreement, arrears owed the
former workers of the national Iron
Ore Company and the Liberia mining
Company will be audited and after
verification, settlement will be made
through the midterm national Budget.
The company will build a two lane
asphalt paved all weather road from
Tubmanburg, Bomi to Mano River for
use of the general public, pay annual
social development contribution of
US$3.1 million to three counties. It is
also expected to provide nearly 2,600
jobs and construct a railway link from
its production site in Bomi to Monrovia for transporting ore in the long
term.
China Union shipped 15,000 tons of
iron ore out of Bong Mines for the first
time after 20 years from Liberia to
China in February. The company is
expected to ship 800,000 tons of iron
ore in 2014.
More jobs are set to be created by the
end of the first quarter of 2015 when
Arcelor Mittal ships 15 million metric
tons of ore annually and this is expected to generate more than US$60
million per year in royalty revenue for
the government. Arcelor Mittal at full
capacity will employ an additional
3000 people, many of them to be hired
locally. Employment opportunities are
guaranteed mainly through the private
sector and service industries. Liberia
has a rail link from Yekepa in Nimba
County neighboring Guinea to Buchanan port in Grand Bassa. It is a
shorter route from mines in Simandou
and Mount Nimba in Guinea which is
vital for the mines to be profitable at
current prices. Taking advantage of
the opportunity, the Liberian government says it wants to use its rail link as
widely as possible to promote regional
economic integration.

tions, West Africa Exploration will
make a contribution of not less than
$2.5 million to the social development
funds of the affected counties in the
deal. The company will also pay an
annual concession fee of 1.5 million to
$5 million for the transhipment of iron
ore from zero million/tonne to 10 million/tonne each year, as well as taxes
and duties as mandated in the deal.

“This agreement marks the fulfilment
of a historic moment of regional cooperation, which dates as far back as July
14, 1973 when the government of Liberia under President William R. Tolbert
and the government of Guinea under
President Ahmed Sekou Toure signed
a protocol that paved the way for the
transhipment of minerals between
the both countries,” Wisner said.
The agreement affirms the Mano
River Union (MRU) Accord and
ECOWAS Conventions which aim to
expand economic development
through enhanced regional cooperation and cross-border trade.
Arcelor Mittal and Sable will now go
ahead with a third party deal as the
Guinean government has granted
West Africa Exploration permission
to export through rail link to the
port of Buchanan, Grand Bassa in
Liberia. West Africa Exploration
will start production this year and
expects to hit five million tonnes annually. The company signed a 25-year
agreement with the Liberian government on January 23, 2015. The two
companies will now have to agree on
costs.
Export through Liberia is also crucial
for investors BHP Billiton and gold
miner Newmont.

However, there is a struggle between
Legislators and an iron ore miner
Western Cluster who are seeking to
transport ore by road to the Monrovia
Freeport. Defending Western Cluster’s
proposal, Finance minister, Mr. Amara
Konneh believes that if the proposed
means of transporting ore over its concession time period, the company projected capital investment will increase
by US$560 million in 2-3 years for a
single mine alone and more than US$2
Under the terms of the agreement, billion in 10 years for all its three allotLiberia will allow the trans-shipment ted mines.
of Guinean-based iron ore through the
port of Buchanan in Grand Bassa “WCL’s contribution to government
County. According to the Executive revenue is estimated to increase to
Director of the National Investment UD$50 million per year for the Bomi
Commission, George Wisner Sable mine and to US$400 million per year
Mining will invest $300 million in the when all three mines are operational.
first five of the 25 years and thereafter WCL’s mining activities will create
$1 billion in the remaining 20 years of 1,000 jobs during the Bomi project
construction phase, 675 jobs during
its operations.
operation phase and 600-1000 jobs
On an annual basis, beginning on the during the construction of the railfirst anniversary of the date of opera- way.” Mr. Konneh said.

Iron ore mining in Yekepa – Copyright(Arcelor Mittal)
In the gold and diamond mining sector, exploratory works
are in progress with the likelihood of a new mine named the
New Liberty Gold Mine to be
opened soon. It will be the first
industrial mining type in the
Liberia, departing from the
small-scale alluvial type operation that has over the decades
characterized the extraction of
gold and diamond.

nomic, it has the potential to
boost Liberia’s developing economy. However, only 1% of the 6
500 kimberlite that companies
have found around the world
have been economically feasible
to mine. The status of an oil
find in commercial quantity is
still clouded in uncertainty.
Chevron and ExxonMobil seem
to have taken the chance based
on their interpretation of seismic studies conducted so far
The same company through its
but they have to drill to be able
Kpo Resources Mineral Develto quantify the potential.
opment Agreement (MDA) has
reported success in kimberlite However, concerns are being
discoveries. Analysis applied on raised that the economy dea small 74kg sample conducted pends too much on the mining
at the SGS Lakefield laboratory sector, which is a nonin Canada yielded a recovery of renewable source. A former
57 micro diamonds with a total Minister of Finance and profesweight of 0.035 carats. Dia- sional Geological Economist
mond production estimates are advised that renewable alternaextremely difficult, since tradi- tives should be identified, priortionally much of the Liberian itized and developed. “We have
production results from smug- to concentrate our energies on
gled stones originating from renewable resources like agrineighbouring Sierra Leone, culture which is guaranteed,”
Cote d'Ivoire and Guinea. Pro- Jonathan Mason said.
duction in 2001 was estimated
Rebuilding infrastructure and
at 155 000 ct. On average, 25%
raising incomes will depend on
of Liberia’s diamonds are of
financial and technical assisgem quality, 40% of near gem
tance from donor countries and
and 35% of industrial quality.
foreign investment in key secIn another latest revelation, the tors, such as infrastructure and
discovery of what appears to be power generation.
a kimberlite pipe was anIf plans to redevelop the counnounced recently by South Afritry’s iron ore resources and the
can-born
geologist
Steve
possible development of its
Haggerty, CEO and chief explocement, diamond, gold, and
ration officer of Youssef Diapetroleum sectors are achieved,
mond
Mining
Company
the mineral sector is likely to
(YDMC). The pipe is located in
become one of Liberia’s main
Liberia’s Camp Alpha region of
sources of foreign exchange and
Cape Mount County.
of employment in the next 5 to
The US-funded YDMC has been 10 years. Petroleum projects are
working in deep jungle in a cra- still in the exploration phase
tonic area regarded as highly and there is no production. Ten
prospective and is now taking of Liberia’s 30 oil blocks have
steps to scope and develop a been awarded to companies
plant for the conducting of the including Anardako, Chevron
pipe’s economic evaluation.
and Exxon. Oil has been discovered, although not yet in comIf the pipe turns out to be ecomercial quantities.
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Global weapons trade targets Africa as imports to Algeria and Morocco soar
Sudan, Cameroon and Nigeria also
among countries that have fuelled
a 45% rise in African weapons
imports over past decade. The
global arms trade has grown by
16% over the past decade, with
military hardware including tanks,
missiles and artillery flowing to
African countries faster than to
any other region, according to the
Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (Sipri). African
governments and rebel groups
imported 45% more weapons in
2014 than in 2005, Sipri reported
in its latest arms transfers database. Weapons sales to the Asia
and Oceania region grew by 37%
over the same period, while the
Middle East bought 25% more
weapons. Sipri’s data, which ac-

Somali’s Al-Shabab militants

counts for purchases of military
hardware including tanks, aircraft,
radar, artillery, rockets, missiles
and ships, is measured over fiveyear periods because weapons
orders can fluctuate significantly
from year to year. Violence and
destruction associated with rising
arms imports into Africa costs the
continent an estimated $18bn
(£12.1bn) a year as infrastructure
is destroyed, businesses are closed
and children are kept out of
school, said Martin Butcher, arms
policy adviser at Oxfam. “Burundi
spends an average of $5 a year on
healthcare for each citizen, but the
cost of treating a victim of armed
violence in Burundi averages $165
a year,” Butcher explained.
Source: The Guardian

“Rhodes Must Fall” campaign gains momentum on campuses
BY SHABA ZULU

Students protest against Rhodes statutes in South Africa

Story from page 11

growth in double digits on commodities booms that are volatile, making
human needs; Africans need political
the economic growth unreliable and
and economic stability. Africans want
unsustainable.
to build a middle class. But the question is, are African leaders creating a After ten … as head of Africa’s priced
rent seeking state or a value creation institutions, Donald Kaberuka will
surely use the front door for his leavstate?
ing do in September. He will be reHe questions accountability by Afri- membered for implementing a new
can leaders. He said: “accountability strategy which has enhanced the demay come in all kind of shapes.” He velopment and reduce poverty by
urges Africa to create a level playing supporting infrastructure developfield for everyone. Equality performs ment, emphasising the role of the
at the level of entry to all children by private sector and promoting the bentaking them to good schools so that efits of regional integration. In introthe transition of poverty from grand- ducing the guest of the day, Mo Ibraparents to grandchildren is cut. In him, Chairman of Mo Ibrahim Founconcluding notes, he raises concern dation, who chairs the conference,
about the Africa growing slogan. He joked about African leaders saying he
said unlike Rwanda, Mauritius, and believed as a good president, Dr
Ethiopia, which economies are steadi- Kaberuka would not change the conly growing as a result of investment, stitution for a third term in office.
many Africa nations are scoring GDP

In South Africa race debates move
to university campus. Students at
the University of Cape Town ‘UCT’
demand a date for the removal of
the statue of Cecile Rhodes, a symbol of ‘Eurocentrism’ of national
university curricula.
The “Rhodes Must Fall” protests is
gaining momentum around the
country's campuses. Cecile Rhodes
was a British mining magnate and
ardent believer in British colonialism in Southern Africa, who
founded the territory of Rhodesia
in 1895. Students threw faeces at a
statue of Cecil John Rhodes at a
Cape Town university bearing his
name earlier this month, demanding its removal. Local Press reports that students at the University of Kwazulu-Natal have de-

faced another colonial statue - that
of King George V at the foot of the
Howard College Building, splashing it with white paint and then
wrapping it in a blanket that read
“End white privilege”. South African students see the colonial-era
statues as symbols of oppression
as they yearn to revolutionise racial and cultural representation at
universities and force policy
changes and the employment of
more black academics. Critics say
that while Rhodes deserves credit
for starting the fruit industry in
the Cape and resolved mine drainage problems in Johannesburg, he
was also a monster and a bully.
According to some local papers,
his attitude towards Africans,
though no doubt representative of

Englishmen of his class and temperament at the time, were made
worse by the fact that he was in
South Africa, not England. The
University of Cape Town Ombud
Zetu Makamandela-Mguqulwa has
expressed her hope that the current debate raging around the
statue of Cecil John Rhodes will
provide an opportunity to engage
in transformation discussions at
the university. In a letter issued by
the office of the ombud at UCT,
Makamandela-Mguqulwa stated
the ongoing protests represent a
greater need to address racial issues at the Cape Town institution.
“Transformation is a pervasive
issue at UCT,” the letter read.

Proverb of the month: Laziness is often mistaken for patience
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Anti-capitalist groups launch
campaign in Tunisia
BY SHE ADJA
Tunisia, a country where ‘Arab
Spring’ revolutionary wave of
demonstrations and protests
(both violent and non-violent),
riots, and civil wars in the Arab
world began on 18 December
2010, and spread throughout the
countries of the Arab League and
its surroundings, is the host of
anti-capitalism campaign.
With the death of communism
and visible signs of failure in
capitalism, civil societies and
Think-Tanks need a new socioeconomic system to meet the
rapid and ever-changing taste
and demands for a 21 Century
world.
Governments of the
world are under enormous pressure to address issues of terrorism and violence as many people

become disillusioned and disenchanted with the establishment,
and anti-capitalists take their
campaign to heights to tackle a
wide range of interconnected
social ills that persist worldwide.
Over 70,000 participants representing an impressive diversity
of people and social movement
sectors from around the globe
are taking part in the 13th edition of the World Social Forum
(WSF). The World Social Forum
(WSF) has set on the campus of
El Manar University in the capital Tunis. WSF participants are
milling about the stalls, tents,
workshops and seminars debating the key issues of our times
and how to achieve social justice
at local, national, regional and
international levels. The partici-

pants at this festival of ideas and
discussions debate topics that
impact a number of social causes
ranging from poverty to literacy
to gender equality in a bid to
draw a shared procedural vision
of emancipation and diversity.
The participants pride themselves on being global actors in
building a better world based on
a participatory and democratic
process. They also put out an
inspiring message that the WSF
is not only a gathering and networking bonanza, but also a
space that affirms solidarity with
the world living in profound crises where nearly half of the global population - more than three
billion people - live on less than
$2.50 a day.

UN ignore DRC request to take
responsibility for its security

According to UN agencies and World
Bank figures, around 805 million people
worldwide do not have enough food to
eat, and millions more children are living in poverty. The increasing violent
conflicts, wars and economic crises have
laid bare the dark sides of global capitalism, leading the majority of WSF participants to blame social problems on the
power of global capital and the institutions that serve it. Since the first edition
of the WSF, which took place in Porto
Alegre, Brazil, in 2001, the annual event

has dramatically expanded to include
local, national and continental advocacy
groups and activists.
The WSF has also proven to have grown
in popularity with many editions bringing in over 100,000 participants. The
Forum, however, has so far failed to
come up with alternative systems to
globalisation. It is not clear how this
time the participants’ shared vision can
move from rhetoric to action.

Switzerland to return Sani
Abacha 'loot' to Nigeria

President Joseph Kabila, who is
headed for elections in November
2016, had sought an immediate cut
of 6,000 troops and a clear commitment to shut down the UN peace
operations in the near future. Tensions have been rife between Kinshasa and the United Nations over
how to deal with rebel groups in the
east and security concerns ahead of
the elections seen as a test of democracy in the DR Congo.

Foreign Minister Raymond Tshibanda

BY ADOLI MWIJAKE
DRC’s request for a full control of its security has been
rejected by the Security Council.
Foreign Minister Raymond Tshibanda had told the council that it was time for Kinshasa to take "full responsibility for its security" after 16 years of UN troop presence in
the country, but he was handed a 10% cut in the peacekeeping personnel, a drop of water in the ocean.
The UN Security Council voted to cut 2,000 troops from
the UN peacekeeping force. The 15-member council
unanimously adopted a resolution that provides for the
troop cuts in the 20,000-strong MONUSCO force, the
UN's biggest peace operation after 16 years presence in
the country.

It understood the UN could in future
increase the number of peacekeepers
in mineral rich country for some
time. Nevertheless, the resolution
drafted by France endorsed a recommendation from UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon who said the
drawdown would not affect the security situation.
The cut will become permanent
"once significant progress has been
achieved regarding the priorities of
MONUSCO's mandate" including
the fight against Hutu rebels.
The
measure
also
renewed
MONUSCO's mandate until March
2016 and kept in place an intervention brigade comprised of crack
troops from South Africa, Tanzania
and Malawi that plays a key role in
strengthening the mission.

Abacha, Army general who served as the de facto President
Switzerland will return to Nigeria some 'Transparency'
$380m (£260m) allegedly looted by ex
The $380m was seized in 2006 in Lux-military ruler Sani Abacha, an official
embourg, following a request from
has said.
Swiss authorities, the Geneva prosecuThe transfer, to be conducted under the tor's office said in a statement.
supervision of the World Bank, will end
Billions of dollars are alleged to have
a 16-year case against the Abacha famigone missing from the state oil firm in
ly. Switzerland has already returned
recent years, a report says. The World
$700m, following appeals from NigeBank has been asked to oversee the
ria. Abacha ruled the oil-rich West Afrireturn of the latest money, presumably
can state with an iron fist from 1993
to add a degree of transparency, our
until his death in 1998.
correspondent adds.
Soon thereafter, Nigeria's new rulers
Democratic rule was restored in Nigeasked Switzerland to help it recover
ria a year after Abacha's death. Many
$2.2bn that he had reportedly stashed
Nigerians saw him as one of the counin European bank accounts.
try's most repressive rulers.
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Civil Society Denounces World Bank’s ‘deceitful’ Conference on Land & Poverty
For the last fifteen years, the
World Bank has been organizing
“Conferences on Land and Poverty,” that bring together corporations, governments and civil society groups. The conferences have
the objectives to discuss how to
“improve land governance.”

land” by highlighting that around
the world, local communities face
forced evictions and human rights
abuses linked to Bank-financed
projects as documented in recent
years in Uganda, Honduras, and
Cambodia. Just last year, the Bank
created a $350 million facility to
cover the risks of investments
The 16th conference, which will
made by the Silverlands Fund, a
take place in Washington D.C.
private equity fund that has been
from March 23 to 27 has been
accused of financing land grabs.
taunted by hundreds of civil society organizations that are denounc- “If you look behind many of the
ing the World Bank’s role in global recent land deals, you will find
land grabs and its deceitful leader- World Bank policies that enable
ship on land issues.
investors to come in with projects
that promise benefits to communi“The big question is whose interties but don’t follow through. We
ests the World Bank really serves.
can keep going after each corporaWhile they spend considerable
tion and investment group but it
time and money painting themwould be more effective if the
selves as champions of the poor,
Bank stopped paving the way for
the Bank has a battery of practices
what has become the systematic
and policies that suggest a very
exploitation of land and people,”
different truth,” said Anuradha
said Mittal. “We refuse to legitiMittal of the Oakland Institute.
mize the World Bank and their
Mittal points to the hypocrisy of
corporate overlords by being a part
the Bank’s claims to be interested
of these meetings. The conference
in “securing farmers’ access to

is simply a distraction and decoy to
feign dialogue with civil society.
The Bank promotes a Western
model of private ownership of local
resources with blind faith in the
twisted logic of trickle down
wealth and dehumanized markets,” said Alnoor Ladha of The
Rules. The Our Land Our Business
campaign has been critical of the
World Bank’s Doing Business report and accompanying advisory
services. Through these, the Bank
uses its financial and political
might to force countries to adopt
“business-friendly” reforms, which
create conditions that make it as
easy as possible for agribusiness
corporations to get access to developing countries’ land and natural
resources. Sustained access to land
is a prerequisite to ensure livelihood support for family farmers
and pastoralists, who currently
produce up to 80 percent of the
food and farm 80 percent of the
land in Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa. “This is threatened by the

Villagers protest against land grabs in Uganda
Bank’s vision of land as a market commodity and by its agency to enable
corporations’ exploitation of natural resources. It is time for a shift in power
away from so-called ‘development’ bankers back to the world’s majority,”
said Alnoor Ladha.
For more information, please contact:
tal@oaklandinstitute.org, +1 510-469-5228

Anuradha

Mittal,

Jamaican culture to highlight Ivory Coast
Music Festival/Conference
Third World, Morgan Heritage,
Kymani Marley, Marcia Griffiths
and Judy Mowatt, as well as Ivorian reggae star, Alpha Blondy,
supported by reggae acts drawn
from across the African continent.
The conference will be held simultaneously with the festival. Participants will include Dr Julius
Garvey, son of Marcus Garvey,
Jamaica’s first National Hero and
renowned Pan Africanist, as well
as Matabaruka, Rastafari dub
poet, musician, actor, TV/ radio
host and University of the West
Indies (UWI) Lecturer, Jalani
Niaah. The Jamaican contingent,
numbering approximately 60
participants, will leave Jamaica
on Sunday April 5. An array of
stalls will highlight Jamaican and
African artifacts and culinary
offerings, among other items of
historical and cultural significance.

Morgan Heritage

BY BALFORD HENRY
KINGSTON, Jamaica - Jamaican culture
will highlight the inaugural Abi-Reggae
International Music Festival & Conference,
April 9-12, 2015 in Abidjan, the economic
capital of the Republic of Côte d’Ivoire,
West Africa. The four day festival, the first
of its kind on the continent of Africa, will

include discussions on reggae music, its
origin and the impact on the African continent and the rest of the world, and Caribbean-African linkages.
The music festival will be headlined by internationally renowned reggae artistes,

Abi-Reggae was conceptualised
by Moussa Dosso, a senior member of the Ivorian Government,
who visited Jamaica in 2013 and
initiated discussions on the project with former minister of culture, Olivia ‘Babsy’ Grange, who
will be a member of the Jamaican
party.

KONGO, The Land of wealthConflicts and PerspectivesRediscover The Hidden World
BY Dr HAMBA WANZOLA

call 07956127987
wanzola@hotmail.co.uk
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Antigua and Barbuda government takes full
control of West Indies Oil Company
“At about 12 noon on Wednesday, we will complete the purchase of WIOC and the government and people will own one
hundred per cent of WIOC. That
also includes approximately 280
acres of land… that will be passed
on to the people of Antigua and
Barbuda,” Prime Minister Browne
told reporters prior to his departure for London.
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The Antigua and Barbuda government says it will take full ownership
of the petroleum company, West
Indies
Oil
Company
Limited
(WIOC). A government statement
said that Prime Minister Gaston
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Yosef ben-Jochannan, one
of the last of the Harlem
activist-intellectuals of the
20th century—those fiery,
independent scholars who
taught classical African
history and shaped it into a
sword against white supremacy—died Thursday 19
March after a long illness.
The man known as Dr. Ben
joined his ancestors the
morning of the first day of
the annual meeting of the
organization he helped
found, the Association for
the Study of Classical African Civilizations. ASCAC,
meeting in Seattle this
year, describes itself as a
group with a mission to
create
a
“body
of
knowledge that continuously contributes to the
rescue, reconstruction, and
restoration of African history and culture.” Dr. Ben
became a fabled Harlem
luminary over the decades
as one of the founding
scholars and lecturers in
what is now known as Afri-
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“We have engineered this deal in
such a way that we would not
have incurred one dollar in debt
or spent one dollar in acquiring
WIOC. So by setting this vision in
transforming Antigua and Barbuda into an economic powerhouse,
it is a serious vision and we are
working relentlessly in achieving
this vision.“We are working smart
and hard and we are exercising
the type of discipline to ensure Source: Caribbean 360
that we produce and create value

BY TODD BURROUGHS
The activist and educator
Yosef ben-Jochannan, a
founding scholar of Africana studies, died aged 96.

45 Broad Lane, London
N15 4BJ

Browne is leading a three-member
delegation to Britain where the
agreement to change ownership of
the company will be signed with the
principals of National Petroleum
Limited NPL.

for the people of Antigua and Barbuda,” Prime Minister Browne
said. “I am confident that it is just
a matter of time before Antigua
and Barbuda is acknowledged as
an economic powerhouse in the
region,” he added. Soon after
coming to office in June last year,
the government said it would
fulfil the election campaign promise to acquire all WIOC shares.
The government entered into an
agreement with Venezuela that
will own 25 per cent of the shares
in the company and a Chinese
investor who will own 24 per
cent. “The government will maintain majority shares in the company, most of which it will divest
to the people of Antigua and Barbuda over time,” a government
statement added.

Dr. Ben, One of the Last ‘People’s Scholars’ of Harlem, Joins the Ancestors

Mayor barbering Solution, 819 Old Kent, London SE15 1NX
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cana studies. He educated
more than two generations
of activists while influencing classical African and
Judeo-Christian
historiographies
and
PanAfricanist thought. He explained how the stories and
teachings of Judaism and
Christianity, for example,
come from ancient Egyptian religious systems that
existed thousands of years
before the birth of Jesus
Christ. He sponsored tours
to the centre of the ancient
black world—Egypt, the
Sudan and Ethiopia—for at
least three decades. He
brought thousands of African Americans to Egypt
especially, teaching about
the now-Arab nation’s past
in ways that reversed the
established
Westerncivilization argument that
the land of the pharaohs
was a separate, whiter
sphere than the rest of the
African continent.

Jews), were dark-skinned
Africans—that made him so
distinctive and beloved in
black radical circles and
controversial in white communities.

Dr. Ben was born in 1918 in
Ethiopia. He moved to the
United States in 1940 after
going to school in St. Croix,
Virgin Islands, and universities in Puerto Rico and
Havana. Originally studying engineering, he received his Ph.D. in cultural
anthropology from the University of Havana. He
taught at City College and
Malcolm-King:
Harlem
College Extension from the
1950s through the 1970s.
In 1976, at the end of the
birthing period for Africana
studies as a formal academic discipline in American universities, he was
given an adjunct appointment in the Africanastudies department at Cornell University, where he
And it was that specific taught for several years.
teaching—that the ancient
Dr. Ben’s 49 books, pamEgyptians, proud members
phlets and academic papers
of the most advanced civilireflect his decades of teachzation in the ancient world
ing, research and activism
(as well as the original

Dr Yosef ben-Jochannan
around New York and the world. His most popular books
include African Origins of Major ‘Western Religions’;
Black Man of the Nile and His Family; and We, the Black
Jews: Witness to the ‘White Jewish Race’ Myth, Volumes
I & II. The reverence that black activists and others
shared for Dr. Ben was not held by other, more mainstream Africana-studies and Western-civilization scholars, who characterized his teachings as racially polemical,
overly simplistic and inaccurate. White scholars of classic
European history who attempted to debunk Afrocentric
studies called him out by name. He debated Jewish activists about the racial history of Egypt and the subsequent
racial politics of the Middle East. Dr. Ben remained a
strong “race man” his entire life. Unlike many black scholars who donate their papers to places like the Schomburg
Centre for Research in Black Culture in New York City or
the Moorland-Spingarn Research Centre at Howard University, in 2002 Dr. Ben donated his personal library—an
estimated 35,000 books, ancient scrolls and manuscripts—to the Nation of Islam.
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Frenchman Luis FerAfrica denied Premier
nandez set to be named League dreams
Guinea coach

Former France international
Luis Fernandez is poised to
take over as coach of Guinea
and replace compatriot Michel
Dussuyer.
A consultant with France's
RMC radio, Fernandez, 55, is
expected in Conakry in the
next few days, to sign his contract and conduct his first
news conference. The Guinea
Football Federation (FGF) has
been looking for a replacement
since Dussuyer quit as Guinea
coach following their quarterfinal exit from the 2015 Africa
Cup of Nations.
BBC Sport understands that
Fernandez, who managed Israel between 2010 and 2011, has
been picked as the new Syli
Nationale coach by the FGF.
Fernandez played 60 times for
France and was a member of
the side that won the 1984
European Championship title.

Tunisia avoid 2017
Nations Cup ban
Tunisia have avoided a 2017
Africa Cup of Nations ban after
apologising to the Confederation of African Football for
accusing the governing body of
bias. The Tunisians had made
the allegations over a controversial penalty in a Nations
Cup quarter-final defeat by
Equatorial Guinea on 31 January. Caf has, however, rejected

He also coached Paris SaintGermain to the 1996 Cup Winners' Cup but his time in
charge of Israel's national
team was not so successful.
Fernandez was appointed in
May 2010 to lead Israel in the
Euro 2012 qualifiers but ended
with a record of five wins, a
draw and four losses in qualifying group F, eight points
behind winners Greece. The
Frenchman also came in for a
barrage of criticism from local
media for failing to establish a
stable squad and made frequent and unorthodox changes
to his line-ups. The muchtravelled, vastly-experienced
Fernandez has previously
managed Spanish clubs Athletic Bilbao, Espanyol and Real
Betis. His managerial journey
includes stints with Israeli club
Beitar Jerusalem, Qatar's side
Al-Rayyan and French club
Reims.

Tunisia's appeal against a
$50,000 fine for violent conduct by its players. Furious
Tunisia players had tried to
attack the referee after the
game. The north Africans were
incensed when Mauritian referee Rajindraparsad Seechurn
awarded the tournament hosts
a penalty in the dying minutes
which allowed them to take the
game to extra-time and ultimately triumph 2-1.

George Weah (r) and captain Dennis Wise (l)
Africa reacted angrily when
English Football Association
chairman Greg Dyke announced new measures intended to boost England's national
team. This is because the rules
regarding the granting of work
permits to players from outside
the European Union were fundamentally changing. From 1
May, footballers from countries
outside Fifa's top 50-ranked
sides will find it harder to play
in English football - whereas
the previous rule covered countries in the top 70. At a stroke,
footballers from eight African
nations sitting in the 50-70 belt
- Mali, Congo-Brazzaville, Gabon, South Africa, Egypt, Zambia, Rwanda and Burkina Faso
- found any Premier League
dreams shattered. Former Nigeria captain Sunday Oliseh
called
the
changes
"unnecessary warfare", and
legitimately asked why England
can't do more to improve its
coaching standards. Meanwhile
Zambia Football Association
President Kalusha Bwalya labelled the system "unfair" and
said talent should be rewarded
no matter when you are from,
citing George Weah - the only
African to ever be crowned Fifa
Footballer of the Year (in 1995)

- as an example. The striker,
who made his name at Monaco
and Milan before joining Chelsea, hails from Liberia, who are
currently 117th in the world
and who have never been higher than 66th. The good news
though is that the rules have
been misunderstood to a certain degree and that if a player
from an African nation outside
Fifa's top 50 is good enough and that is the key, being good
enough - he is still likely to
make it to England. In fact, the
English FA says 33% of players
who earned work permits under the old system in the last
five years would not have been
granted a visa under the new
rules. It all means countless
African footballers will try their
luck elsewhere - with perhaps
more finding their way to
Spain's La Liga or German's
thundering Bundesliga or the
riches on offer in Russia. Many
pathways are still open - it is
just that the quality of players
from the continent arriving in
the Premier League is set to be
the creme de la creme - adding
to the riches already provided
by Didier Drogba, Yaya Toure
and Michael Essien among
others.

Italy coach Antonio Conte receives death threats
Italy coach Antonio Conte received death threats following an
injury to Juventus's Claudio Marchisio, the president of the Italian Football Federation (FIGC) has revealed.

Zambia pays debt to
ward off potential ban
The Zambian government has paid former
national football coach
Dario Bonetti to prevent
the team potentially
facing sanctions from
governing body Fifa.
Frenchman Bonetti, who
was in charge of Chipolopolo from July 2010 to
October 2011, had been
owed
US$432,000.
Bonetti was sacked with
nine months left on his
deal and despite qualifying for the 2012 Africa
Cup of Nations. He
lodged a complaint
against the Zambia
Football Association
with Fifa and a hearing
had been set for August.
Following Zimbabwe's
expulsion from 2018
World Cup qualifying for
failing to pay former
coach Jose Claudinei
Georgini, there were
fears Zambia could face
an international ban if
they did not pay Bonetti.
Zambia's sports minister
Vincent Mwale told parliament: "The Football
Association of Zambia
(Faz) decided to terminate Bonetti's contract
without prior consultation with the Ministry of
Youth
and
Sport.
"According to Faz, the
coach was handpicked
and was not screened for
international experience
and African experience.
"The Faz president had

said that the players had
complained
about
Bonetti's poor football
knowledge and lack of
respect for players. "In
order for the country not
to suffer Fifa sanctions,
which could entail the
country not being able to
participate in international tournaments, the
ministry requested for
intervention from the
treasury for special
funding to quickly settle
the issue." Faz general
secretary
George
Kasengele told BBC
Sport his association is
delighted the Bonetti
case is over. "This is a
matter that is now beyond us and as an association we are happy we
are no longer owing him.
Owing people has its
own
consequences,"
Kasengele said. He added that he hoped the
government would also
settle salary arrears
owed
to
Patrice
Beaumelle, another former Chipolopolo coach
who has been threatening to report the matter
to Fifa.

Uefa president Michel Platini
fears rise of hooliganism
Michel Platini warned of a return to hooliganism's
"dark days" as he was re-elected unopposed for a
third term as president of Uefa.
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Dynamo Kiev punished for racism
in Everton Europa League tie
Dynamo Kiev will have to close part of their stadium for the Europa League quarter-final after their
fans' racist behaviour towards Everton players.

